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The present paper is an introduction to and a summary of a thesis com­
prising the following six p apers: 
I. Ström, S., On the matrix elements of a unitary representation of the ho­
mogeneous Lorentz group, Arkiv Fysik 29, 467 (1965). 
II. Ström, S., A note on the matrix elements of a unitary representation of 
the homogeneous Lorentz group, Arkiv Fysik 33, 465 (1967). 
III. Ström, S., On the contraction of representations of the Lorentz group to 
representations of the Euclidean group, Arkiv Fysik 30, 267 (1965). 
IV. Ström, S., Construction of representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group by means of contraction of the (1+4) de Sitter group, Arkiv 
Fysik 30, 455 (1965). 
V. Kihlberg, A. and Ström, S., On the unitary irreducible representations 
of the (1 + 4) de Sitter group, Arkiv Fysik 31, 491 (1966). 
VI. Ström, S., Some remarks on the decomposition of a unitary representa­
tion of the Lorentz group with respect to representations of non-compact 
Subgroups, Arkiv Fysik 34, 215 (1967). 
Introduction 
The usefulness of group theory for the treatment of a physical system which 
is characterized by a symmetry property is generally accepted. It is amply 
illustrated by the role played by the Poincaré group, the Lorentz group, the 
rotation group, the permutation groups, etc in various branches of contempo­
rary theoretical physics. However, the usefulness of group theory is not con­
fined to the analysis of symmetries. The development of the theory of group 
representations, in particular the study of the unitary irreducible represen­
tations (abbreviated UIR's in the following), includes, among other things, 
a systematic extension of the idea of Fourier series in as much as the UIR's 
define an (in some generalized sense) orthogonal and complete system of 
functions on the group. The set of functions obtained in this way usually 
provides a practical and transparent scheme for detailed calculations irrespec­
tive of whether a symmetry is present or not. 
In the study of relativistic quantum mechanical kinematics the natural 
framework is provided by the representation theory for the Poincaré group. 
In a fundamental paper [1] E. P. Wigner determined the UIR's of the 
Poincaré group. A detailed and explicit knowledge of various aspects of these 
representations is required e.g. in the construction of relativistic free-particle 
states and in the study of relativistic many-particle reactions. A realization 
of th e one-particle states was given in a subsequent paper by V. Bargmann and 
E. P. Wigner [2], H. Joos gave the reduction of a direct product of two 
UIR's of the Poincaré group into irreducible components in reference [3], 
a paper which contributed greatly to the renewed interest in the proper for­
mulation of the relativistic quantum mechanical kinematics. This reduction 
is of basic importance for the treatment of relativistic many-particle reactions. 
An excellent exposition of the whole field and a comprehensive list of refe­
rences is given in [4]. 
One of the main problems of a relativistic theory of reactions consists in 
the construction of convenient bases in the space of state vectors. Group-
theoretically this amounts to choosing suitable realizations of the relevant 
UIR's of the Poincaré group. For the treatment of relativistic scattering ex­
periments involving polarized particles the so-called helicity states [4] are 
often the most useful ones. The helicity of a particle is defined to be the 
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component of t he total angular momentum along its direction of motion. This 
quantity is invariant under the three-dimensional Euclidean group £(3). 
An alternative to the helicity formalism is therefore obtained by using an 
£(3)-basis for the UIR's of the Poincaré group [5] — [8]. There are many 
situations in which this £(3)-basis is very suitable. We refer to [9] for a 
number of explicit examples. 
A different classification of the states is exploited in the formalism in 
which the wave function of a free particle is described in terms of UIR's of 
the Lorentz group. The basic connection, the decomposition of a UIR of the 
Poincaré group into UIR's of the Lorentz group was first given by Chou 
Kuang-Chao and L. G. Zastavenko [10] and later independently by H. Joos 
[3]. Other authors have extended this formalism to two-particle states and 
applied it to two-particle scattering [11], [12], The connections between the 
above-mentioned formalisms are given by the transformations between the 
corresponding bases of the UIR's of the Poincaré group [3], [13]. 
Another aspect of the quantum mechanical relativistic kinematics which 
has recently received much attention is the crossed-channel partial wave 
analysis where the total momentum is a spacelike vector [14] — [19]. The 
relevant UIR's of the Poincaré group are then partly characterized by the 
UIR's of the three-dimensional Lorentz group. These latter representations 
are labelled by a number analogous to the angular momentum quantum 
number, which, however, is now complex. 
The non-relativistic coordinate transformations are usually called Galilei 
transformations. They can be obtained from the Poincaré transformations in 
the limit of infinite velocity of light. Intuitively, therefore, the group of Ga­
lilei transformations is in some sense a limiting case of the Poincaré group. 
E. Inönii and E. P. Wigner have introduced a mathematical concept, contrac­
tion of a Lie group, which is suitable for describing situations of this kind 
[20]. In short it can be described as follows: a Lie group G2 can be obtained 
from another Lie group £j by contraction if there exists a non-singular 
similarity transformation of Gj which depends on a parameter X an d which 
in the limit Å->0 becomes singular and if in this limit the group G2 is 
obtained as a result of the transformation. 
In physical applications it is the UIR's of the group involved that are of 
greatest importance. One may therefore ask whether the contraction is a 
useful concept also in discussing the UIR's of the groups. It turns out that 
in order to obtain a faithful representation of G2 one must combine the 
prescription /!->0 with some other limiting procedure. The one which has 
turned out to be most useful for groups of physical importance is one in 
which limits of certain sequences of UIR's of Gs are considered [20]. How-
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ever, there does not exist a general theory for contraction of representations 
and so far only a few cases have been studied. 
The Poincaré group itself can he obtained by contraction, namely by 
contraction of the (1+4) or (2 + 3) de Sitter group, in the following deno­
ted L ( 1 + 4) and L(2, 3) respectively. This fact raises the question whether 
it is possible to introduce L( 1, 4) or L(2, 3) as a fundamental space-time 
transformation group, replacing the Poincaré group. One important aspect 
of this question is the possibility that by contraction some important restric­
tions may be lost. Thus for example, one knows that when passing from 
Poincaré invariance to Galilei invariance, the TCP theorem and the connec­
tion between sp in and statistics are lost, properties which are of importance 
also in non-relativistic situations. Correspondingly the difference between 
Poincaré and de Sitter invariance may be of importance in situations ap­
parently not affected by the limit involved in the contraction. The problems 
which have been considered in this context include: the formulation of a 
de Sitter covariant field theory [21], [22] and the possibility of constructing 
localized states in de Sitter space [23], However, t he connection between the 
UIR's of the de Sitter groups and those of the Poincaré group has received 
little attention (see, however, [24] ). 
Another field of theoretical physics which has been very actively pursued 
in the last few years is that of higher symmetries of elementary particle 
interactions. Under this heading we also include the attempts of combining 
space-time and internal symmetries. In contrast to the above-mentioned 
kinematical formalisms which are independent of the model of interactions 
which is used, one is here primarily interested in the consequences of speci­
fic assumptions concerning the interaction. The theories are usually Lag-
rangian theories which are generalizations in various directions of the origi­
nal Dirac theory for the electron. For an introduction to this field we choose 
to give only two references, [25] and [26], where, however, the reader will 
find extensive lists of further references. 
In this field many groups which are closely rel ated to the Poincaré group 
and the Lorentz group appear. Among other things it has been suggested 
that as a relativistic generalization of th e SU(6) symmetry one should consi­
der a group which is a semidirect product of the Poincaré group and an 
internal  sy mmetry grou p ch osen as  SL{ 6,  C)  [26] .  SU(n)  and SL{n,  C)  
denote  the gr oup of  nxn unitary com plex m atrices  and the group of  nxn 
complex matrices of determinant one respectively. Since it is extremely 
cumbersome to derive explicit results concerning e.g. the S-matrix in such a 
model, one has instead considered a simpler model where SL(6, C) is 
replaced by SL(2, C) [27], which is homo-morphic to the Lorentz group. 
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The internal symmetry group may be chosen in different ways but a common 
feature is that it must contain SL(2, C) as a subgroup. In such a theory the 
elementary particles are classified as members of a basis of an infinite-dimen­
sional unitary representation of the internal symmetry group. Another de­
velopment of this field is the attempts to construct infinite-component wave 
equations with realistic mass spectra (see e.g. [28] ). Also L(l, 4) appears 
here in new contexts. There are UIR's of L{ 1, 4) which can describe all the 
bound states of the non-relativistic hydrogen atom. The terms "spectrum-
generating group" and "dynamical group" have been introduced for groups 
having this property with respect to the bound states of an arbitrary system 
[29] — [32], L( 1, 4) here serves as a test case for future generalizations. 
Summary of the papers I-VI 
It is with the developments described above as a background that the 
present thesis should be viewed. In the thesis a number of physically im­
portant properties of the UIR's of various space-time transformation groups 
are studied. We use mainly infinitesimal methods, which are most familiar 
to physicists and which involve quantities with a direct physical interpretation, 
but we also point out connections with global treatments whenever suitable 
and instructive. 
Within the formalism proposed and developed in [10], [11], [12] the 
explicit determination of the "relativistic spherical functions", i.e. bases for 
the UIR's of the Lorentz group defined on the parameter space of the group, 
and the matrix elements of the operator corresponding to a finite Lorentz 
transformation, becomes of interest. They are also important for the calcula­
t i o n  o f  e . g .  d e c a y  w i d t h s  i n  m o d e l s  w h e r e  t h e  L or e n tz  g r ou p  o r  S L ( 2 ,  C )  
appears as an internal symmetry group [33]. In Paper I we present a calcu­
lation of the matrix elements based on a systematic use of the infinitesimal 
relations. It turns out that in the general case the matrix elements, which are 
computed in an angular momentum basis, satisfy a fourth order differential 
equation, whereas in special cases they satisfy a second order differential 
equation, the solution of which may be expressed in terms of hypergeometric 
polynomials. In particular, this is the case for a set of matrix elements which 
form a basis for a UIR of the Lorentz group. We have here arrived at a new 
simple analytic form of the relativistic spherical functions of an arbitrary 
UIR of the Lorentz group belonging to the main series. This is an example 
of a case where the infinitesimal method is the most convenient one for 
obtaining a specific result. 
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In [34] a realization of the UIR's of the Lorentz group and the explicit 
form of a angular momentum basis is given. From these results an integral 
representation for the matrix elements studied in paper I can be deduced. 
Paper II is devoted to an investigation of this integral representation. The 
main result is a new expression for the general matrix element as an explicit 
sum involving hypergeometric and generalized hypergeometric functions. 
In the treatment of non-relativistic problems the full Galilei invariance is 
seldom exploited, only invariance under E(3) is actually used. In this way 
the spherical functions associated with E(?>) become o f intere st.  In Paper III 
it is shown how practically all aspects, global and infinitesimal, of the repre­
sentation theory of E (3) can in fact be obtained by contraction of appropriate 
relations for the Lorentz group. We also point out the connection between 
the multiplier representations of the Lorentz group as given in [34] and the 
representations of E(3) obtained by induction (see e.g. [35] ). 
In the contraction of L( 1, 4) to the Poincaré group the four-dimensional 
rotation subgroup of L( 1, 4) goes over into E(3). One might therefore ask 
whether it is possible to obtain in this way an E(3) basis realization of the 
UIR's of the Poincaré group. The problem is complicated by the fact that the 
basis is labelled by a continuous variable, the energy. In Paper IV we show 
that it is possible to use contraction of the representations also in this more 
complicated situation. Our derivation involves two steps. In the first step we 
make a change of basis in the representation space which is accomplished by 
means of some new relations for the Clebsch —- Gordan coefficients. In the 
second step we specify which particular sequences of UIR's of L( 1, 4) that 
shall be considered in order to obtain as a result of the contraction the UIR's 
of the Poincaré group. We show that in this way we can obtain all the UIR's 
of the Poincaré group in infinitesimal form in an £(3)-basis. 
We have above discussed a number of possible physical applications of the 
UIR's of L( 1, 4). The classification of these representations has been treated 
with infinitesimal methods in [36], [37], [38]. These results were used in 
paper IV. A. Kihlberg [39] has given a method for the explicit construction 
of the UIR's of a class of pseudo-orthogonal groups which includes L( 1, 4). 
In Paper V this method is used to construct the UIR's of L{ 1, 4). From the 
point of view of the method of [39] this case is of particular interest. It is 
the simplest case in which one redundant variable appears in the carrier space 
chosen for the representations. We show that the complications which arise 
are not serious and the construction can be carried out in a simple and ex­
plicit manner to give all the UIR's of L( 1, 4). 
In the formalism which uses explicitly the UIR's of the Lorentz group the 
problem of decomposing the UIR's of the (four-dimensional) Lorentz group 
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with respect to the UIR's of the three-dimensional Lorentz group arises in the 
crossed-channel partial wave analysis. The same decomposition is important 
also for the discussion of the limit of vanishing total (space-like) momentum 
within the canonical little group formalism for the UIR's of the Poincaré 
group. In Paper VI we study this decomposition by means of a new infinitesi­
mal method. We also solve the problem of decomposing a UIR of the Lorentz 
group with respect to the UIR's of the two-dimensional Euclidean group. 
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On the matrix elements of a unitary representation of the 
homogeneous Lorentz group 
By STAFFAN STRÖM 
A B S T R A C T  
The physically interesting unitary irreducible representations of t he homogeneous Lorentz 
group are characterized by two numbers, l0 and v. In the present work we derive the form of 
the matrix elements of a finite Lorentz transformation in a unitary representation (l0, v) by in­
tegration of the infinitesimal relations. It is shown that the matrix elements in a number of 
cases satisfy a second order differential equation, whose solution can be expressed in terms of 
hypergeometric polynomials. In particular it is shown, that it is always possible to find a col­
umn, whose elements can be written in this way, and thereby we have obtained simple and ex­
plicit expressions for a set of functions, which forms a basis for a linear representation of the 
homogeneous Lorentz group. The general matrix element, which satisfies a fourth order differ­
ential equation, is determined by an application of the ladder operator technique. 
1. Introduction 
The unitary representations of the homogeneous Lorentz group (HLG) are 
infinite-dimensional. They are characterized by two numbers, l0 and v, where l0 
is a non-negative integer or half-integer while v is an arbitrary real number [1]. 
If l0 — 0, then v can also be a purely imaginary number, such that v = i'/, with 
0 < Â < 1, but these representations do not seem to be used in physics and they 
will  not  be discussed here.  A unitary representat ion characterized by ( l 0 ,  v )  
contains the unitary representations of the threedimensional rotation group 
corresponding to the weights i0, Z0+l, ... and contains each of these exactly 
once. 
Previously the matrix elements of a finite Lorentz transformation in a unitary 
representation (l0, v) have been studied by Dolginov et al. [2, 3, 4]. These authors 
start from the known matrix elements of a rotation in a unitary representa­
tion of the fourdimensional rotation group. The corresponding functions in case 
of Lorentz metric are then obtained by analytic continuation. In the present 
work we use a more direct method, that is we derive the form of the matrix 
elements by integration of the infinitesimal relations. In the rest of this sec­
tion we will give a number of well-known properties of the HLG and its unitary 
representations, which will be used later in the paper. 
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The coordinates of the Lorentz space are denoted by x t ,  i  =  0, 1, 2, 3 where 
x0 is the time coordinate. The infinitesimal generators are [1] 
^23 = -^l> 'J 31 = "^2> J12 = M3, 
J 0 i -NI ,  J 0 i -N 2 ,  J 0 3 -N 3 ,  (1-1) 
and we use the usual vector notation M = (M l t  M2 ,  M 3 ) ,  N = (N1 ,N 2 ,N 3 ) .  The 
commutation relations are 
[M r ,  M s \  =  iM t ,  [Mr ,  N r ]  =  0, [N r ,  N s ]  =  -  %M U  
\M r ,  Ns \  =  [Nr ,  M s \  =  iN t ,  ( r ,  s ,  t  in cyclic perm.). (1.2) 
Every proper homogeneous Lorentz transformation L may be written [1] 
L = R1 -A-R 2 ,  (1.3) 
where R 1  and R 2  are threedimensional rotations and A is an acceleration in a 
certain prescribed direction. This direction can be chosen arbitrarily. The HLGr 
can be described by six independent parameters. We choose Euler angles as 
parameters for the threedimensional rotations and according to (1.3) we can 
then write 
L = RZ  ( cp)  R x  (0) R e  (xp ' )  A z  (a) R z  (y>")  R x  (ß)  R z  (y), (1.4) 
where A s  (a) is an acceleration in the »-direction with a velocity w = Tgh a(c = 1). 
Since 
A e  (a)  R z  (y>")  =  Rz  (y" )A z  (a)  
and  R z ( ip ' )R z (y>")  =  Rz ( ip '  +  ip")  
only xp '  +  ip"  =  xp ent ers as a parameter into L and we have: 
L = L(q>,  d ,  xp,  x ,  ß ,  y )  =  Rz {cp)R x {d)R z {xp)  A z {x)R x {ß)R z (y ) .  (1.5) 
Denote the matrices of a unitary representation of the HLG by T: 
T(L)  =  T(<p,  d ,  xp,  x ,  ß ,  y )  
T(L 1 )T{L 2 )  =  T(L1 -L i ) .  
If we now choose L 1  as an infinitesimal rotation in the different coordinate 
planes and then expand the right-hand side in a Taylor series around L,, we 
get the differential operators which, acting upon the matrix elements, represent 
the generators Mt and Nt. These are given in Appendix 1. 
We will now consider the matrix elements Tl}r'im. of the operator O(L) ,  repre­
senting L, in a basis in which M2 and M3 are diagonal. According to the de­
composition (1.5) the matrix elements may be written as follows 
7i=min (1,1') 
T lmm' (<p, 9,  xp,  x ,  ß ,  y ;  l 0 ,  v )  =  2  D'm.n ty ,  0 ,  xp)  A ' i ' ( x ; l 0 , v )D' n , m .  {0 ,  ß ,y ) ,  (1.6) 
n = - min (1,1') 
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where l, m are row indices and V, m' column indices. The functions D\nn are 
the known matrix elements of a (2 + l)-dimensional representation of the three-
dimensional rotation group and the functions A(a; l0, v) are new functions to 
be determined. An arbitrary column of the matrix T'^m' acts as a set of basis 
functions and therefore they shall satisfy the following relations [1] (and we 
hereby make a certain choice of phases): 
pl,l' I ml,I' it/f ml,I _  
•LYJ-+J-m,m' ^m,m + l -*• m + l,m'j 
jlf ml,I' — .1 ml,I' -j. m>rn' U'Tn — l.m -*• m —1, m'? 
LS m,m 
N+T lm,m' = iot l-m,m+l y(l + U v) 
vl 
*^~ 1(1 ~h 1) <^Tn'm+^ ̂ m + ^m+1, — m yty? v) Tm + 'l,i 
N-T l£m. = - ioc lm+\-my (l-hl; l0, v) T 
vl 
__0__ Z ml,I' ' I (]. 7 \ml-l,l' 
m.m—iyy^i " O' m-l.m'j Z(Z + 1) 
N3 Tl£m. = - ia'mX y( l+ 1; h, ") T'm.m1-' 
+ k, v) , (1.7) 
where M± = M1 + iM2, N± = + iN2, 
yv> io> ")=7 xL-n=]/{l ~m^ l+ny 
The HLG has two independent invariants. These can be chosen as M2 — N2 and 
M • N. In an irreducible representation M2 — N2 and M • N are therefore scalar 
operators and in a representation (l0, v) their values are l^—l — v2 and l0 • v 
respectively. This means that the matrix elements Tl^m- satisfy the following 
differential equations: 
(M2 - N2) T l*m. = (Il - 1 - v2) TliVm', M ' N Tl£m. = l0 • vT l£m„ (1.8) 
The differential operators corresponding to M2 — N2 and M • N are given in Ap­
pendix 1. 
2. Differential aquations for A" (a; l0, v) 
In this section we will list a number of relations for the functions A"' (a; 
l0,v) which follow from (1.7) and (1.8). In the expression (1.6) for Tthe 
/^-functions are the well-known matrix elements of a unitary representation of 
the threedimensional rotation group. These functions satisfy a number of re-
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cursion relations, difference-differential equations etc. (See e.g. ref. [5]). These 
relations together with the orthogonality relations for the D-functions can now 
be used to extract from equations (1.7) and (1.8) relations which involve only 
the functions A"' (a; l0, v). First we use (1.7) and get three relations which 
contain first order derivatives with respect to oc and differences in both indices 
I and n. From (1.8) we then get only one new relation, which contains a sec­
ond order derivative with respect to a and differences only in the index n. 
The second of the equations (1.8) gives a relation containing first order deri­
vatives with respect to oc and is identical to one of the relations which we get 
from (1.7). We may remark, however, that the equations (1.8) are sufficient 
for a determination of the form of the functions A1^ (a; l0, v), but to get the 
correct normalization we have to use (1.7). We now observe the important fact 
that from the relations obtained by the procedure indicated above we can form 
ladder operators acting on the indices I and n separately, i.e. operators, which 
increase or decrease one of these indices by one unit. 
We now give the explicit form of the above-mentioned relations. From (1.7) 
we have: 
l/(Z +  »i+ 1) ( l ~ n +  1) — 1 Coth oc A1* (oc; L, v) 
doc 
=  -  V ( ( l +  l ) 2  -  I D  ( ( I  +  I f  + V 2 )  ]/A'n+1,l'(oc; l0 v) 
-  ~ —  [ V ( l - n ) { l - n + l ) ( l ' ~  n )  ( l '  +  n + l )  A ' Y i  ( o c ;  l 0 ,  v )  
z on a 
+  /(Z +  n )  ( I  +  n  +  1) ( I '  +  n )  ( V  —  n  +  1)  A l ^ ~ i  ( o c ;  v)]. (2.1) 
1/ ( I  +  n )  ( I  — n )  ~  + (I + 1) Coth oc A1* (oc; L, v) 
doc 
+ o ci ~ (Z + W + 1) (Z' + TO + 1) (£' — n) A'n\l (OC', l0, V) 
z on a 
+  V ( l - n ) ( l - n + l ) ( l '  +  n )  ( , l ' - n +  1  ) A ' Y i  ( o c ;  l 0 ,  v ) ] .  (2.2) 
+ ' [Y( l  + ̂ ) (I ~ ^ + 1) (I' + n) (1' - n + !) An l-1 (a; l0, v) 
z on a 
- ] / ( l  +  n + l ) (l ~ n ) ( V  +  n +l ) ( V - n )  A l £ i  ( o c ;  l 0 ,  v ) ] .  (2.3) 
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The ladder operators are found to be: 
L+(n)Alf (a; l0,v) 
^ a '~~2 + 2(n + 1) Sh a -j- + Zn Ch a + 2il0 v Sh a + ̂  ̂  {w2 — Zq +1 + v2} 
Cha (£a2 da Cha 
An (a; IQ, V) + ̂~x{2n*-l(l + l)~r(l' + l)} 
= -2V(l-n)(l + n+l)(l'-n)(l' +n+l)Al£i (a; Z0, r). (2.4) 
L-(n)ÅY(cr, l0, V) "0' ' 
Sh2a d2 ^ „ ... .. , S h2af „ 
—— —-= - 2 (to — 1) Sh a -r— 2n Ch a — 2»Li> Sh a + — {to2 - Zö + 1 + v } 
Cha dec dot. Cha 
+ 
cbc{2n2 -W+V- l'V + !)>] A-' <a; *«> ") 
= - 2 /(Z + to) (Z - to + 1) (Z' + to) (Z' - to + 1) AYi (a; Z0, ")• (2-5) 
K+(l)Aln1'(<x; l0,v) 0> 
Ch a da doc Sha (Z +1) Cha 
+ gha1Cha {2TO2 -1(1 + 1) - V (V + 1)}J A\f (a; l0, v) 
V((l+l)2-n*)((l+l)*-H)((l+l)* + v2) ]/Alnu' (a; l0, v). 
(2.6) 
K- (l)AY (a; l0,v) 0' ' 
2 Sha d2 „/7 , v d „„„ , , v „Cha 2nilnv Shar „ l2 , , . 
. ( ^ ^  +  2( Z + 1 ) ^  +  2W  +  1) - W t a + ^ J L  +  Ch ^ K - ^  +  1+ v }  
+  S h  a C h a { 2 r ' 2  ~ ~  Z ' ( Z '  +  * »  '  < a ;  * « >  " )  
K(Zï-Z§)(Z2-nî)(Za + r!') |/ (a; Z0, v). (2.7) 
We can now form a pure differential equation for A"' (x;l0,v), which we will 
refer to later. From (2.4) and (2.5) we find the following fourth order differ­
ential equation for A"' (a; l0, v) (exactly the same equation can, of course, also be 
derived from (2.6) and (2.7)): 
L+(n + 1 ) L_(TO) AY (a; Z0, v) = 4/32(TO + 1) AY (a; 10, v), 
where ß(n) = V(I + n) (Z — n + 1) (V + TO) (Z' — n+ 1). (2.8) 
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In the variable v = Tgha this equation has rational coeffieents. It is given in 
detail in Appendix 2. We observe that it is left unchanged by the following 
substitutions: 
(I ,  V,  n,  v ,  Z0 ,  v)  —> (I ' ,  I ,  n ,  v ,  l0 ,  v) ,  
—> (I ,  I ' ,  l0 ,  v ,  n ,  v) ,  
-»• (I, V, n, v, -10, - v), 
(1,1' ,  — n,  v ,  l0 ,  -v) ,  
-> (1,1 ' ,  n ,  -v , l0 ,  -v) ,  
-+(-l-\ , l ' ,n ,v, l0 ,v) .  (2.9) 
Singular points are — 1, 0, 1 and oo. The exponents A, y and ô in 
A'n (a;  l0 ,  v)  = wA( l  -  v)7(l  + vf  Q lH (v,  l0 ,  v ,  l ,  y,  ô)  
are found to be 
Å1  = V — I ,  y1  = \(n + 1 +10  — iv) ,  —  n + 1 +10  — iv) ,  
X2  = l~l ' ,  y2  = l(n + l ~l0  + iv),  ô 2= |(  — n+ 1 — l0  + iv),  
Â3  = I' + I + 1,  y3  — — n + 1 + £ 0  + iv),  d3  = + 1 + Z0  + iv),  
Å4= -V-l- l ,  y i  = i(-n+ l - l0-iv) ,  å4  = i(n+ l - l0- iv) .  (2.10) 
If x, and y 1  are given the remaining A's, y's and ô's  are determined by the 
properties (2.9). For v = 0 the Lorentz transformation is a pure rotation and 
therefore A'n (a; l„, v) must have the property that 
A l i l  (0; l0 ,  v)  = dw ,  
since the representation then decomposes into a direct sum of representations 
of the three-dimensional rotation group. This means that for I V we have to 
choose a solution corresponding to the exponent /, whereas for V < I we have 
to choose a solution corresponding to ?.ï. 
We now put formally 
OO 
Qn (v;  l 0 ,  v ,  X,  y ,ô)= 2 Pk (n)  v k .  
k-0 
From (2.5) we get a linear relation between p k(n) ,p k_i (n) ,  ̂ k_2(«) and p k(n+ 1). 
In the same way (2.6) gives a linear relation between pk(n) ...pk-i(n) and 
pk(n— I). We thus get a linear relation between seven consecutive coefficients 
pk (n) for fixed n. Obviously this relation also follows from the fourth order 
equation for  Q"' .  
3. Determination of A\1' («; Z0, v) 
To determine A\1 '  («;  l 0 ,  v)  we will make use of the fact that for n = l  the 
r.h.s. of equation (2.4) is equal to zero, i.e. A'1' (a, l0, v) with I <. V satisfies the 
following second order differential equation: 
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L + ( l )A' l - ' , (a; l 0 , v )  =  0 ,  (3.1) 
which turns out to be essentially a hypergeometric equation. Similar equations 
are satisfied by All'i(oc;l0,v)(l^l') and by Al£l (a; l0, v) (\n\<l0) (cf. (2.5) and 
(2.6)). This will be used in the next section. 
After a change to the variable y=e~ Z x ,  equation (3.1) reads explicitly 
^( i  ~2/ )^2  +  (!  - y~  ( l  +  l ) ( l  +  y) ) j ; ,  +  ö  
d  i ( i ± y f + ü  i  +  y  
d y  2 y ( l - y )  0  y  
Put 
and 
% 1 - y  
A l i r  (a;  l 0 , v)  =  y a (  1  -  y) e B\ l ' (y ;  l 0 ,  v )  
Qi  = W + :l + ̂ o~ w)> =  — 
02 =  ' k ß  1 — ^0 ^v)> °2 = ~ ̂  — I— 1 
A\- V (a i l 0 , v )  =  0. (3.2) 
If we choose (q, a) as (ov ax), (o2, (*i), (0\ - o 2) or (o2, cr2) the equation for 
Bli (y, l0, v) becomes 
[^(1 ~ y ) î y 2  + (y ~ (1 + X + P ) y ) î y~  " '  & BY (y ; l0 ,  v )  =  0, 
where a =  g +  c  +  - | (£  +  1  +  Z 0  + iv) ,  
/3 = g + o'+J(Z + 1 — Z0 — i v ) ,  
Y = 2q-1. 
This is an hypergeometric equation. Since y= 1 corresponds to v  =  0,  we seek 
a solution which is bounded for y= 1. We now distinguish between two cases: 
I. v  =P 0, Z0 in teger  o r  hal f - in teger  o r  v  =  0, l 0  hal f - i n teger  
In this case we can obtain a solution corresponding to a = av by forming a 
linear combination of two solutions corresponding to a = or When r=t=0, l0 
integer or half-integer or v = 0, l0 half-integer, two linearly independent solu­
tions of (3.2) are G\v (y, l0, v) and C\1' (y, —l0, — v) where 
c \ v  (y - ,  l 0 ,  V)  =  y W+i+' . -w ( i  -  y ) - m F( - l '  + l0 ,  - l ' - i v , l+ l 0 -  iv ,  y ) .  (3.3) 
The hypergeometric functions which occur in C\ 1 '  ( y ,  l 0 ,  v )  and C\ l  (y ,  • l 0 ~v)  are 
polynomials of degree I' —1„ and I' +1„ respectively. As we want to consider 
the  behaviour  in  the  neighbourhood of  y= 1,  we change t o  the  var iable  1  — y .  
If F (ex., ß, y, y) is a polynomial in y, this polynomial can also be written as 
const. F(oc, ß, —y + l+ oc + ß,l—y). In this way we find that a solution to 
(3.2) which for y  = 1 has the exponent V — I  c an be written: 
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DY (y, Z0 , v) = 1 - y)-1 '"1-1  \_yW'~^F( -  V + Z0, -V- iv, -  2V, 1 - y) 
-  y-^~MF( -l '  + iv, -  V -Z0> - 21', 1 - y)]. (3.4) 
Apart from a normalization constant the function A"' (x; l0 ,  v) is equal to 
D\1'(y,l0,v). We put 
A\-1 '  (oc: l0 ,  v) = N(l, V; l0 ,  v)D\v  (y; Z0, v). 
Using e.g. Saalschutz theorem we find that 
D'r'( 1 I v) = ( — l)',+'°+1 — — + Ml i ~ _ ~ /QK) 
' ( ( } (2Z' +1)! (22')! ' ( ) 
where {p)r  =  p(p + 1) . . .  (p + r — 1). If we put n = l+ 1 in (2.1) we get a relation 
between A\v and A\%\,r and repeated use of that relation gives us 
(-iri+i--' 1/(2?' +1)! (2Z + 1)! (V + Z)! (2Z')! ((Z + l)2 + v*) ... (Z'2 + v*)  
' °'' (-Z'-w)«.+1' (Z' + Z0)!(Z'-Z0)!(Z + Z0)!(Z~Z0)!(Z'-Z)! 
We observe that for Z' = Z0 we get in (3.4) a hypergeometric function F( — V + iv, 
— 2Z', — 2Z', 1 — y) which then stands for the polynomial of degree 2Z' which we 
get from the hypergeometric series in the usual way. (This polynomial is the 
beginning of the expansion of (1 — (1 — y)) l  ~ i v .) 
For Z0 = 0 we may write the solution of (3.5) in the following way (cf. 2)): 
— ( 3 - 6 >  
(To see this, show that (3.6) and A\v  (x, 0, v) s atisfy the same recursion rela­
tions.) There is no strict generalization of (3.6) to the case Z0 4= 0. It is possible, 
however, to derive an expression for A\1' («, Z0, v) in which derivatives occur in 
a way which is somewhat similar to the way they occur in (3.6). To achieve 
this we use the following connection between the Jacobi polynomials and the 
hypergeometric polynomials: 
Pfß\x)= (2W+%a +  /?) F(-n,-n-x, -2n~x~ß, 
We further have the relations 
( i  -  « n i + x f p f f \ x ) = [ ( i  -  * r + « ( i + x r + ß ]  
and P%'ß\x) = (-l)n-Pfx\-x). 
From 1 — y = 2/(1 + x) we have x= (1 + y)/(l — y) = Coth x. In this way we get a 
representation of A1/'(x, l0, v) where we have derivatives with respect to Coth a 
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whereas in the special case of l0 = 0 we could use derivatives with respect to 
Choc. In order to get the argument Cha in the Jacobi polynomials we must 
first make a quadratic transformation of the argument of the hypergeometric 
functions .  This  g ives  new hypergeometr ic  funct ion s  only  i f  +(1  — y ) ,  +  ( x  —  ß )  
+ (a + ß — y) have the property that one of them is equal to ^ or that two 
are equal. This is not the case when l0 =1= 0, v =1= 0. The complication which arises 
if the variable Cha is used for the case Z0 = t= 0, v =t= 0 is also seen from the fact 
that in this variable (3.2) no longer has rational coefficients. 
In terms of Jacobi polynomials the final result for the case j»=)=0, l 0 integer 
or v = 0, l0 half-integer and I < V is that 
A 1 '  ( a;  l0 ,  v)  
=  N ( l ,  I ' ;  l0 ,  V)  •  2 J  )  [ 2 - l \ x - l ) ^ l + 1 + u - i v \ x + l ) ^ l + 1 + u + i v ) P \ ^ \ l ' u + i v ( x )  
-  2 l°(x -  1 )i«+i-'«+W(a ;  + 1)W+1 (3.7) 
II. v  =  0 , l 0  i n t e g e r  
For j» = 0, l0 integer the r.h.s. of (3.4) is identically zero. The solution may 
now be expressed as 
A \ v  ( « ;  l 0 ,  0) =  N y i a + l ° + 1 \  1 -  y ) l ' ~ l F ( l '  +  1 +  l 0 , l '  +  I ,  2V  + 2, 1 - y ) .  (3.8) 
Here we have y  = 2/3 in the hypergeometric function and it can therefore be 
expressed in Legendre functions and for these we may choose the argument 
Ch x. We get 
AT («; l0, 0) = J\T(Sh x)-^PZluZ J (Ch a). (3.9) 
We note that analogous expressions may be used for the case Zo = 0, v  ==  0. 
(Make the substitution — in (3.8) and (3.9).) 
4. The set of functions I  > l ( ) ,  \  m  |  <  Z0, l 0 ,  m'  fixed 
As noted above the elements of an arbitrary column in the matrix T(i.e. 
the functions Tl^m. with V, in' fixed) form a basis for a linear representation 
of the HLG. However, they do not form a Hilbert space, since they are not 
square-integrable (cf. [4]; for an explicit realization of a representation space as 
a Hilbert space and a basis in this space see ref. [1]). It is therefore of interest 
to consider in some detail this set of functions. Different choices of V and m' 
give different sets of functions, which, however, transform in exactly the same 
way and it is clear that we get the most simple set of functions by putting 
V = l0 and TO' = 0 or TO' = | according to whether l() is integer or half-integer. 
According to (1.6) is a sum of functions A"°(oc;l0, v) and these functions 
are therefore of a special interest. We shall see that they can be given in 
closed form. Note that the ladder operator K . gives zero according to the 
following rules: 
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K.(n)AV (x-,l0,v) = 0 if (4.1) 
K4l0)Ay(X;l0,v) = 0 if n^l0, (4.2) 
(4.2) turns out to be identical with 
L+(l0)A l,f(a;n,v) = 0. (4.3) 
The additional restriction that n> 0 must then be imposed, however. We note 
that we have the following symmetry in I a nd V: 
A lnl '(a; l0, v) = (- 1 ) l" lA ln-'(oc; l0, v), (4.4) 
(cf. equation (5.5) below). The following symmetry in n and v is also useful 
A lnl '(oc-,l0,v) = Ali ln(x;l0, -v). (4.5) 
Taking (4.3) and (4.4) into account we thus get 
A ll° (a; l0 v) = N"y*:h+1\l ~ yY1 ' '1 '1 [y*n~ lv )F( -l + n, -l-iv, -21,1-y) 
_ y-im-iv)F( _i + iV; -i-n> -21,1- y)]. (4.6) 
Because of the property (4.5) it is now easy to remove the restriction on n. 
When IQ — 0 we can choose 
T lm,o — -Dm.o {<p> Ö; 0) A'ô° («; 0, v) 
as basis functions. These may be regarded as functions of a fourvector of unit 
length x = (x0, x) = (Ch a, Sh a sin 0 cos cp, S h « sin 6 sin cp, S h « cos 0). 
When la > 0 is an integer the simplest functions are 
n/.°o = n2 D'm.n (<P, d, y>) A'S° (a; l0, v) D l°.0 (0, ß, 0). 
n = -l o 
Compared to the case l0 = 0 they are functions of two more variables. Finally 
we get for the case of l0 half-integer the functions 
2 D lm,n{<p,0,y>)Ay°{(x.\la,v)D l°, i{O,ß,y), 
n = -l o 
which depend on all the parameters of the HLG. 
5. Determination of A"' («; l(), i;) 
We now turn to the determination of the general function A"'(oc; l0, v). We 
have not succeeded in giving a "closed" form in this case but in the present 
section we will describe an iteration procedure by which A„ (a; l0, v) can be 
determined. In particular the structure of A"'(a; l0, v) in the variable v = Tgha 
will be given. 
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I. v  ± O , Z0 in teger  or  half - integer  or  v  =  0 ,  l 0  half - integer  
In section 3 we determined the functions AY for I  < V . From A\ 1 '  (x;  l 0 ,  v )  we 
can get A'n(x;l0,v) by means of a repeated application of either (2.3) or (2.5). 
We prefer to use (2.3). This equation contains the operator 2w[Sh x(d/d x) + Ch «] 
• r 2ila v Sh a, which we denote by 0(n). Repeated use of (2.3) gives an expression 
for A'n{x;l0,v) which contains 0(n) A1/'(x; l0, v). Using the properties of the 
Jacobi polynomials we find: 
")= ~2 n(l'  +  l )D '~- i , ' + 1 { j~ 1 > h > ") 
V(V+ l ) - n ( l - l )  1 A , ( x + l  \  
n(r>+v*)(r+i- i ) (r - i 2 0 )  _ jx+i  7  \  
+ 2(W + 1)(2I'-1) {5 A)  
A product of several operators 0(n)  acting upon D\ 1 '  may then give functions 
D\where l — k<l0. To these .D-f unctions there is no corresponding func­
t ion A = N-D (cf .  sec t ion 3) .  Fur ther  we note  tha t  we a lwa ys  have V +  //,  >  / 0 .  
This follows from the fact that the coefficient for D\z\1' (x+\j(x—\)\ l0, v) in 
(5.1)  conta ins  a  fac tor  ( l '  — l 0 ) .  Con sequent ly  th is  te rm disappears  for  V —1 0 .  
In the following calculation it is convenient to use the symbol ß(n) ,  which 
we introduced in equation (2.8). Equation (2.3) then reads 
Ai .v  _0(n)  ß(n+ 1) 
We further simplify the notation by putting 
~~ = L k  and ~ = yk ,  where n = l -k  (thus y0 = 0). 
ß(n)  ß(n)  
We thus have A\i \ k + 1 )  = Lk A\- l ' k  + yk A\i \ k - 1 ) .  (5.2) 
It is now easy to find the general structure of the expression for A\ l L k  which 
is obtained by repeated application of (5.2). The operator which, acting upon 
A1/', gives A'i'lk will contain (kpp) terms with a product of (k — 2p) operators 
Li(p  =--0,  I ,  2 ,  k^2p) .  A term conta in ing (k  — 2p)  i -opera tors  conta ins  p 
factors y. The indices of Lt and y, are determined by the following rule: the 
y-factors shall be permuted in all possible ways with respect to their position 
among the L-operators. The indices of L and y then decreases from left to 
right, one step for an entity preceded by an Lu two steps for an entity preceded 
by an y,. The highest index to the left is (k -1) in all terms. This rule com­
pletely determines the expression. Example: 
A i - s — (L ^ L : i  L-2 L s  L( )  + L i L 3 L 2 y 1  + L l L 3 y 2 L 0  + L l y 3 L 1 L 0   
+ y+  L i y 3 y 1  + y^L 2 y 1  + y i y 2 L 0 )  A{  .  
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As a result we get A\ lLk  (a; l0 ,  v) expressed as a sum of known functions 
jpi+p.r+ti •çjrjjgj.g p^]ct p > max (l0 — V, — p) i.e. 
A'i^(a; lQ ,  v) = 2 "f XmD\Zl- r +»(y- l0 ,  v).  (5.3) 
p<k /J,=m&x(l0-l\  —p) 
We remark that the terms on the r.h.s. of (5.3) may be rearranged in the 
following way: we first note that 
-L'l-p •  +  n  (
X + 1 .  I  =  ̂ ^  T ) l  - V ' 2 . i - + f >  ( X +  1 .  /  \  
[x-r °'7 4 '-p~2  U-i 0  / '  
i.e. from J."' we can take out a factor (a;2 — l)i<n+1> (cf. (3.7)). The rest will 
then contain Jacobi polynomials multiplied by different numbers of factors 
(x2 1) which gives new Jacobi polynomials. If we put 
Vl (*) = (x2  - 1)*<"+1> [(x - 1)"2(® + 1 f2PZß(x) -  22 l°(x -  l)~« l 2(x + 1 yWPif-fß (»)], 
with x=l0 — iv, ß = l0 + iv, A'H can be expressed in the following way 
AY (a; l0 ,  v) = 2 vl (x), 
We can now apply the ladder operators L+  and L- and in this way we arrive 
at a recursion formulae for the coefficients a" containing five consecutive coef­
ficients. 
Using the variable v = Tgh a, (5.3) may be rewritten in the following way: 
A'n' («; l0 ,  v) = + + v)Hn + l  + h +MpU'(v ;  ^ v) 
- - w)K» + l-i.+W(1 + tl)«n+l-!,-Wpl.I'(I); _ ̂  (5 4) 
where P" (v; l0 ,  v) is a polynomial of degree V +1 —10  — n: 
P'n (*>; l0 ,  v) = 2 pk  (n; l0 ,  v) vk .  
k=0 
L- and L+ give recursion formulas for the coefficients p k .  These formulas are 
found in Appendix 3. 
More explicitly (5.4) reads in the case of l0 integer: 
An  [cc, Iq, v) 
= N{1, V, n\10 ,  v) • v~L '~1-1  • (1 - «2)i<"+1) • {(1 ~ «)K'»-W(1 + v)^ i v )P'Ji1\v,  l0 ,  v) 
-(l-v)-W'~ i v\ l  + vyi 0°+ i v)P'J l\v,  -l0 ,  -v)}, (5.5) 
(_ i)«'-+lo-n. + 1)] 
where N(l, V, n\ l0 ,  v) = 
iv 
(2V + 1)! (21 + 1)! (2l ')\  (2l)\ 
(1 + v2) . . .  (I '2  + v)(l + v2). . .  (I2  + v2) (l '  + l0y.(l '-l0y.(l + l0)\(l-l0)\(l '  + n)\(l '-n)l(l  + n)\(l-ny. '  
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and P"\v, l 0 , v )=p 0 (n , l 0 , v )P 'nl (v , l 0 , v )  i.e. the constant in P 'nl ' (v , l 0 v)  is equal 
to one. 
For l0 half-integer we get a similar expression, the only difference being that 
the factor 
^ 1^Z'+Z°- n 
is replaced by 
iv  1/(1 + v 2 ) . . .  ( I ' 2  + v2 )  (1  + v 2 ) . . .  ( I 2  + v 2 )  
^ jy+Zo+j-w 
] / ( \+v 2 ) . . . (V 2 +v-)( l  + v2 ) . . . { l 2  + v2 Y 
Here we still have the restriction I  < V but ^4"'(a; l 0 ,  v )  w ith I  >  V can now be 
determined using (4.4) and (5.5). 
II. v = 0, Z0 half-integer 
In this case the operator 0(n)  is 
2w^Sh oc ~ + Ch aj = 2 n 
^ h ' " - l ) äé^ + C h '  
Using the properties of the Legendre-functions and equation (2.3) we now get 
A'i-xloc; l0, 0) as a linear combination of ,4jll'r+1(a; l0, 0) and A\lî,l'-1(a, ï0, 0). 
Repeated application of (2.3) then gives an expansion analogous to (5.3). 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have determined the functions A (a, l 0 ,  v )  w ithout imposing any condi­
tion on their behaviour in the limit a-> 00 i.e. v —*• 1. As we shall show below, 
we have 
lim A 1 / (oc;  l 0 ,  v )  =  0 .  
(X.-ÏOO 
To see this we observe that the ladder operator K+ does not affect the be­
haviour in the limit v -> 1. That this must be so is also clear from the form 
of the y's, which do not depend on I. We can now restrict ourselves to the 
case n>0. For n < l„ the behaviour of A"' as v -> 1 is the same as that of 
A'n {oc,l0v) which for v= \ has the exponent \{l0+\ — n + iv) (cf. (4.6)). In the 
same way we get that for l0<n the behaviour of A"' as v —> J is the same as 
that of An' (oc,l0,v), i.e. it has in «=1 the exponent |(w+ 1 — l0 + iv). We thus 
have the  proper ty  (6 . 1 ) .  
In the matrix elements T'^m. there always occurs a term with l0 - n i.e. the 
matrix element as a whole has for v=l the exponent |(1 +iv), which is the 
result given by Bargmann [6]. The Tl^m. are not square-integrable over the 
HLG. The integration in the variable a goes over the interval (0, °o) with the 
measure Sh2 a doc i .e. (1 — v2)~2dv and thus this integral diverges. The complete 
orthogonality relation is given in ref. [4], 
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We conclude with a few remarks on the connection between the expressions 
derived above and the integral expressions for A"'(a; l0, v) which one gets from 
the explicit realization of a representation space given in § 11 of ref. [1], It 
turns out that in the case of n— 1, I < V the integral obtained from ref. [1] is 
essentially Euler's integral formula for the hypergeometric function [7]. In the 
general case Euler's integral formula can be used to derive an expression for 
A'n(x; l0, v) containing a double sum of hypergeometric functions of the variable 
l — e~2cc. However, we will not go into the details of this here [8]. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Differential operator expressions for Mt, Nt, M2 — N2 and M • N 
M-
./ s1 • c2 8 d s1 8 \ 
1 \ s2 1 86^ s28ip) ' 
M:,= 
2 \ s2 8<p 180 s2 dip)' 
m, 
N2 = i 
C1 C & S J C'a C J ci(ci C3 S1 S3 I C2 C1 ^ 
s2S 8<p S 80 { s4 S s2 8 J di p 12 8oc 
^1 ̂ 3 ^1 ̂ 3 ̂ 2 i V ^3 '^'l 'S':l '' '1 3 
S 8ß såS 8y_ 
_ gl ^ ^ i C1 C2 C d [c4 c3 + Cj c2) C2 d I I 
s2 S 8cp S 86 \ s^S s2S 8y>\ 1 2 80c 
,5g C I Cjj C2 8 S-^ C3 "h C j Ctj <* + ' 
,/S ay. 
O Ô <S9SaCd 0 e) S2C3 0 
i" ^ ' 77~ ' " 
S 3d så8 dip doc S dß såS dy ]• 
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1 02 1 82  
"sl*S2  V S2862  
cl + cl 
sfÅ2 «4 s' 
- 1 + 2  
slÄ2 Sy2 
, +  
c, c. C 
s2282  s2s,S\ 
C M Ö ]  8 2  8 2  1  8 2  
s2 s4  S2  J 8xf 8x2  S2  8ß2  
02 2 + 2 -Ca ^ 0* 
0ç>3y> s2  $2  3ç)0jS s2  s4  8 8q>8y 
+ 2 
s„c,C 02 c,C 82 „ s 3C 82  „c,sa<7 82  ci 3 
s i  S2  808ip 82  
- 2  
C4 i C2 C3 C 
(RS2  8.8.8*. 
- + 
s4  82  8d8y s2  $2  3^3/3 
* + 2 - -  +  - ^ - - ,  
ctygy s2 <S2 30 $ 8« s4 $2 8ß 
M . N =  _W 3  Ö 2  
+'• " + 7? 
s2s lS 8ip2  s2s lS 8<p8ip s2S 8<p8ß s2s i8 8<p8y s^S 8d8ip S 868ß 
- + + -
C« s** G 8 
s i  8 8d8y 8%p8cc s2  S 8y)8ß s2  s4  S 8ip8y 8 8y> 
where cx = cos (p , c2  = cos Ü, : cos f, > ß ,  
sx = sin cp, s2  = sm I
C~ Cosha, $=Sinha. 
APPENDIX 2 
The differential equation for A" («; l:, i ) 
r J4 j3 J2 J 1 
|i;4(l -«2)4^-4 + jp(ü)«3(l ~ v2)3™3 + g'(v) v2(l - v2)2^ + r(?;)«>(l — v2)--+ s(v)r 
xl'/(a; Z0, v) = 0, 
where v = Tgh oc an d 
p(v) = — 2(7w2 — 3), 
g(t7) = 50v i  - 48v2 + 6 + 2(Z(Ï + 1) + V (V + 1) + 1 + v2  - II -  n2) v2  - 21(1 + 1) - 21'(V + 1), 
r(v) = 8v2(5v2  - 3) (1 - v2) - 2(1(1 + 1) + V (V + 1) (1 - v2) 
+ 6(1(1 + 1) +I'(V + 1) + 1 + v2  ~ lo ~ m2) v2(\ v2) — 8nil0  vv, 
s(v) = 2(1(1 + 1) + l'(V + 1) + 1 + v2  - n -  n2) «6  + (1(1 + 1) + V (V + 1) + 1 + v2  - II -  n2) 
x (1(1 +1) + V (V + 1) -  3 +v2~ll~n2)v l+ I»2  + II) -  4n2lo 
+  2( 1 ( 1  +  1 )  +  V  ( V  +  1 )  -  1 )  ( H  +  n2 )  +  2  ( l 2 ( l  +  l )2  +  l' 2 ( V  +  l )2  -  1 )  
-  2(1(1 + 1) + V (V + 1) -  1) v2] v2  + (V -  l)2(V +1 + l)2  - 4nil0vv(l + v2).  
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APPENDIX 3 
Recursion relations for pk  (n, l0 ,  v) 
From (2.4) we get 
-2ß(n+l)p k (n+l;  l 0 ,  v)  
=  Pk («•;  l„ ,  v )  [d 0  k(k -  1)  +  e0  k +  A 0]  +  p k -±  (n;  l 0 ,  v )  [ ex  (k  -  1)  +  ÄJ 
+55/C-2 (w; i0,v) ld2 — 2) (A —3) + e2 (jfe - 2) + A2], (A 3.1) 
where ^o=l' e0= —2(1'+ l — n), h0  = 2(l — n)(l '  — n), 
(I. ,  - • — 1, e1 = 2»V, h1=—2iv(V+ l — l0  — n), 
e2 = 2(Z' + Z — w — Z0 — 1), h 2  = — (V +1 —1 0  — n)  (V 1 — n  — 1) .  
(2.5) gives 
-2ß(n)p k (n- l ; l 0 ,  v )  
=Pk ('«; i0» y) ~ !) + &o ̂  + <vl +A-1 (w; i0. ") [&i ~ i) + CJ 
+Pk-2 ('«; Z0,r) [«2 (& - 2) (& - 3) + 62 [k  — 2)  +  c2] 
+ 2>fc-3 («; i0> ^ [&3 (& ~ 3) + c3] 
+Ä-4 (w; Z0, J>) [a4 (ifc - 4) (fc - 5) + b i  (k  - 4) + c4], (A 3.2) 
where «0=1> b 0 = —2(1'+ l  +  n) ,  
a 2 = —2,  b 1  = 2iv ,  
ct 4  = 1,  b 2  = 2(2l '  +  2 l - l 0 - l ) ,  
b 3  = -  2iv,  
b i  = — 2(1'  +1  — l 0  — n — 1) ,  
c0 = 2(Z + n) (V + n), 
c^=  — 2 iv(l'  +1 + IQ + n), 
c2 = Z(1 -1)  +1'(  1 - V) -  (n -  l 0 f  +  21 0  (V +1)  +  2 n2  -n- l 0 -  4IV,  
c a  = 2 iv(l +1 —l0),  
c i  = (I'  +1  — ZQ — n)  (V +1 —l 0  — n — 1). 
From (A 3.1) and (A 3.2) we get a recursion relation between seven consecutive 
coefficients pk(n\ l0, v). In particular (A 3.2) gives 
-  2ß(n)p 0  (n  -  1; lQ ,  v )  =p 0  (n;  l 0 ,  v )  c0 = 2(1 +  n)  (V +  n)p 0  (n;  l 0 ,  v )  
and thus 
Po (n > l o> v )  =  ( -  1)! "]/•  +  n ) ,  ( Z  1 n )  J y ,  ( +  n )  j  J r  _ n )  j  P 0  (h  l 0 ,  v)  =p 0  (n;  -1 0 ,  -  v) .  
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A note on the matrix elements of a unitary representation 
of the homogeneous Lorentz group 
By STAFFAN STRÖM 
A B S T R A C T  
In the present paper the integral expression for the matrix elements of a finite Lorentz trans­
formation in a unitary representation of the homogeneous Lorentz group is studied. In particular 
the connection between the expressions obtained in this way and those obtained by infinitesimal 
methods is investigated. 
1. Introduction 
In a previous paper [1] we have studied the matrix elements of a finite Lorentz 
transformation in a unitary representation of t he homogeneous group i (1, 3). The 
matrix elements were computed in an angular momentum basis. The infinitesimal 
method was employed and the results could be expressed in terms of hypergeometric 
functions. In the present paper we will c onsider the explicit realization of a unitary 
representation of L ( 1,3) belonging to the principal series given in § 11 of refere nce 
[2]. We then get an expression for the matrix elements in the form of a n integral 
which in principle contains all information about them. However, the functional 
dependence on the physical parameters is not very clear and it is therefore of in­
terest to perform the integration. The results of reference [1] will then serve as 
guide how this should be done. For a special case we show explicitly how to obtain 
the same expression as that derived in [1], The integration can be performed also 
in the general case and in this way a new expression for the general matrix elements 
is obtained. 
In section 2 the relevant facts concerning the realization of th e representations 
described in [2] are given and in section 3 and 4 the integration will be performed. 
The results obtained in this report were mentioned at the end of refer ence [1]. The 
notations will be the same as those in [1]. 
2. A realization of the unitary representations ( l0, r) of L (1, 3) 
According to § 11 of ref. [2] an explicit realization of a basis 
{J Z , 7ïl\ IQ, j Z ZQ, l 1, •••, I 1;Z, 
in which M2 and Ma are diagonal is 
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11,  m; l0 ,  v )  = N(l ,  l0 ,  v)  D l u_ m(<p1 ;  01; Vi), (2.1) 
I / 0 7 + I  k  =  l  t — b - l - i y }  
where N(l,  l0 ,  v)  = co{l,  l0)— 2 l / j 2  »  I (o(l ,  l 0)  | = 1. (2.2) 
k=h Ykr + v2 ,  
In reference [2] the general expression for the operator representing an arbitrary 
Lorentz transformation is given. Since we consider the following parametrization 
of an arbitrary Lorentz transformation L: 
L = Rz(cp) R x(0)  RAf)  A„(ai)  R x(ß)  RÀy) (2-3) 
(cf. [1]), we only need the explicit expression for the operator Fa which corresponds 
to an acceleration in the z-direction with the velocity v = Tgh a. The action of Vx is 
defined by 
V xD\^m  (Ç91; 01; ipj  = (Ch a - cos 01  Sh a m  (cp1  Q[, ipi),  (2-4) 
n, cos d1- Tgh a ln ^ 
where cos0!=- . (2.5) 
1 — cos 01 Tgh a 
In the basis {| l ,m; l0v~)} t he matrix elements of the operator corresponding to an 
arbitrary L is 
n  =min (I ,  V )  
Tmm iq) ,d , ip,cc,ß,y;l0 ,v)= 2  Ä . »  i<P, 0 ,  V>) A"'{a.;  l0  v) D l n - m-(0, ß,  y) .  (2.6) 
n = - min (I , I ' )  
The functions Al£ (a; l0 ,  v)  are the matrix elements of the operator V x:  
An (a; l0 ,  v)  = (I ,  n;l 0v \Va \  V n;  l0 ,  v>. (2.7) 
More explicitly this equation reads 
A%'(a; l0 ,  v)  = 4:jc2  N(l,  l0 ,  v)  N(l ' ,  l0 ,v)  
XJ Ph, n (cos 0j) {Ch a— cos 01 Sh (cos 6Î)  sin d1dd1  (2.8) 
where the bar denotes complex conjugation and where we have used the notation 
D'm.n (V l ,  01; Wl) = e n (cos 0J e~ i n^ . 
The formula (2.8) will be the starting point for the derivations of the next two 
sections. 
3. Integration of the expression for A"° (a;  l0 ,  v)  
From the results of reference [1] it follows that Alt'(a; Io> v) can t>e expressed in 
the following way: 
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AÏ'  (a; l0 ,  v)  = const. (Sh x)l~l° <f<ir ' K l )F(l + n + 1, l  + 1 -  iv, 21 + 2,1 - e"2«). (3.1) 
We will show how this expression for A ln° (a; l0 ,  v)  can be obtained from (2.8). The 
following explicit expressions for PlmtU {p i) will be used [3]: 
•/'I,  , ,(/•<)" -•/*) " I ) 2(l  /^) ^ " " : >  2  {(1  -/ /)'  (3-2 a) 
IJL~M 
= A(l,u,m)(l~^m-n^(l+^m+nW^r_ln{(l-^1-n(l+fl)l + n}, (3.2b) 
( _ 1  ( l  +  n) ]  
where A(l,m,n)= Y a + n.V ( I-r, .V ( 3 '3 )  
With pi = cos S1: pi' = cos 0i it follows from (3.2 b) that 
Ptn(v ')  = A(i0 ,  n,  Y (I -V) ( !°-M )/2  (I +^F 
= ̂ (io, », Zo) (1 - ia)(!»-n)/2(l + //)"» R) 2 e-a" (Cha-ju Sh a)"'». 
Inserting (3.2b) for P'i0,n(pi) into (2.8) one obtains 
V v) A', e J1i[Cha-/ttShar'»-1+i"|^{(l-^)i-n(l+^4?:}^ 
x j+1(l-//)^,l(l+ia)i+re[Cha-iMShaf-i-1]^, (3.4) 
4 
where = 4 pi2  N (I,  l0 ,  v)  N(l0 ,  l0 ,  v)  A (I,  n,  l0)  A(l0 ,  n,  l0) .  
With /i + 1 = 21 inserted into (3.4) we get 
A«' (a; Zo, v)  = N,( -  1)^°  ̂  1]~™\2* '+ 1 ( S h  a)^  ̂  
I (tQ-r I  — iv) 
x j *  f + n ( l  — t ) l ~ n ( l  — £(1 — e~2 x))~ I~1 + i v  dt.  (3.5) 
Prom Euler's integral formula for the hypergeometric function [4] 
*<"• »•E-21  - MIÏHJ J>- ,R  " , (1  -F ER" <3  6 )  
it now follows that we have the expression (3.1) for A"° (a; Zo»1')- The value of t he 
constant is given by (3.5) and (3.6). 
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4. Integration of the expression for A"' (a; l0, v) 
In reference [1] the functions A 'n' (x;  l0 ,  v)  were determined by means of r ecursion 
relations from A1/ (a; l0, v) which can be given in closed form. However, no general 
formula was given for the coeficients in the resulting expression. In this section we 
will show how an explicit summation formula can be obtained from (2.8). The final 
step in the derivation once more employs Euler's integral formula (3.6) for the 
hypergeometric function. We use (3.2 a) for P\„,n(p ) an d write 
Pln( /u)=A(l ,  l0 ,  n)  (1 -pr«»-w«(l  +i«)-»+w* 
% Cr) < *• <"> X k= 0 
and express P\„,n{f t ' )  similarly. Using 
( 1  + / )  ( L — =  / i )  ( 1  - A t J - ' e - 2 " ,  ( 1  - i t ' )  ( 1  + f J L ' )  
= (1 — n) (1+1«) (Ch oc — p Sh a)~2, (1 —//') = ea(Ch a — p Sh a)"1 (I — p), 
it is easy to see that (2.8) gives 
A'J'(a; l„, v) = N2 e-«o.+»+i-") ̂  V ( " 1)*+*' ~k e"2"fc' 
( l '  — — A;') ! ( l0  + n + k')  ! ( l  — l0  — k)l  ( l0  + n + k) ! 
/ u + l \ -l'-l+iv 
x ( l + n ) u + n + k + k ' { \ ~ e - 2 x ) \  d p ,  (4.2) 
where N2  = 4 j i2N(I,  l0 ,  v)N{l ' ,  l0 ,  v)  A (I ,  l 0 ,  n)  A(t ' ,  l0 ,  n) .  
In (4.1) and all the following expressions we use the factorial notation but whenever 
necessary it should be interpreted as denoting the T-function. Thereby the summa­
tions are restricted appropriately. 
Introduce once more fi + 1 = 2 The integral in (4.2) is then 
f1 ^l+l'+l I j.y + l'—lo — n — (k + k') j.lo + n + k + k' g—2<x^-l'-l+iv 
Jo 
eyl + l'-b 2 ( I-hi '  —10  — n — (k + k'))  ! (Z0 + n + k + k')  ! 
( l  + V +  1 ) !  
xF(l '  + 1 — iv,  lo + n + k + k'  + 1,1 +1'  + 2, 1 — e~2a). 
After a change to the summation variables p — k + k'  and k'  the complete expression 
for A" (a; l0, v) reads 
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A»'  (a; l0 ,  v )  =  N3  e .  ;  1  "»>  2 n p (oc )  ( - 1 )" (Z0 + n  +  p)  ! (Z + V -Z0 - n  -  p)  !  
V 
x F{ V +  1 -  iv ,  l 0  + n  +  p  + 1, l  +  V + 2,1 - e~ 2 x ) ,  
where 
A7 _  Ar »r+i'+i G ~ n ) l ( ï  - n ) l  ( l - Z0) ! (V  - Z0) ! ( I  +Z0) ! (V  + l0 ) \  
i V s  i V 2  (1  +  V +1 ) !  
and 
e~Zxk' 
n p ^ ~fk ' \ ( l ' -n -k ' ) \  (l 0  + n  +  p -Jc ' ) \ (p -Jc ' ) \ ( l ' - l 0 -Jc ' ) \ '  
x (Z — n  — p  +  k' )  !  ( l 0  + n  +  k' )  !  ( l  — l 0  — p  +  k ' )\  
We note that if n  +  l0 > 0 then the summation over k !  starts at k '  — 0 and in that 
ease np(oc) can be expressed as a generalized hypergeometric function tF3 [4] in the 
following way: 
n M) =  { (V  -  n ) !  î>! Co + n  +  p)  \  {V  — Z0) ! ( l  — n  — p ) \  ( l 0  + n) ! (Z- l0  — p )  I}-1 
x/s(n  — V ,  —p, l 0  — l ' ,  ~ - l 0  — n  — p - , l  — n~p  +  l,l 0  + n  +  \ , l  — l 0  — p  +  \ , e~2 ! l ) .  
n p (a )  can be related to a -function also when Z0 + n  <  0. In this case we introduce 
the new variable k" = k' + l0 + n. The summation over k" then starts at k" = 0. 
Further it is convenient to introduce p" =p + l0 + n. Thus p — k'=p" — k". We 
then get 
n p ( oc )  =  e 2 x 0 ' + n ) { ( V  +  Z0) ! (Z0 + n  +  p")  ! p"  I (V+  n ) \  ( I -n -  p")  \ ( - l 0 -n ) \  
(Z -  Z „  -  p")  i y \F 3 (  -V  - l 0 ,  - 1 0 -  n -p" ,  - p" ,  -  l ' -n ;  
l  — n  — p"  +  1, — l 0  — n+ l , l  — l 0 —p " +  l ,  e~ 2 x ) .  
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On the contraction of representations of the Lorentz group 
to representations of the Euclidean group 
By STAFFAN STRÖM 
A B S T R A C T  
If the Lie algebra of the homogeneous Lorentz group L( 1, 3) is contracted with respect to 
the Lie algebra of the rotation group the resulting algebra is the Lie algebra of t he threedimen-
sional Euclidean group /?(3). In the present work we study the corresponding process of contrac­
tion in the unitary representations of the two groups. Since there is no general theory for con­
traction of representations, we use explicit expressions for the matrix elements of the unitary 
representations of L( 1, 3) and of E( 3) respectively. The latter are derived in the present paper 
while the former are known from earlier works. Finally explicit realizations, suggested by the 
contraction, of t he unitary representations of 22(3) are given. 
1. Introduction 
If a Lie group, and in particular a simple or semi-simple Lie group, is con­
tracted, in the sense of Inönii and Wigner [1], one obtains a new group which 
has an abelian invariant subgroup, i.e. it is non-semisimple. As the representa­
tion theory of non-semisimple Lie groups is less complete than that of simple 
Lie groups, it is of interest to see whether one can obtain representations of a 
non-semisimple Lie group by contraction of re presentations of a simple Lie group. 
Possible procedures for obtaining representations by the process of contraction, 
combined with special prescriptions, have been given by Inönü and Wigner [1]. 
There is, however, no general theory for the contraction of representations. In 
particular one does not know if the representations obtained by contraction 
form the complete set of representations of the group in question. However, in 
special cases this can be shown to be the case. 
In the present work we show how the unitary representations of the three-
dimensional Euclidean group E(3) can be obtained by contraction of unitary 
representations of the homogeneous Lorentz group L( 1,3). The problem is first 
studied in the Lie algebras and it is then shown that the contraction can be 
performed also in the matrix elements of a finite group element. The matrix 
elements of the operator corresponding to a finite group element in a representa­
tion can in general be determined as a function of the parameters of t he group 
even if one does not know explicitly the form of the operator and the Hilbert 
space on which this operator acts. This is a consequence of the fact that the 
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matrix representation of the operator gives at the same time a linear represen­
tation of the group. An arbitrary column in such a matrix representation of the 
operator can be considered as a representation space. This space, however, is 
in general no Hilbert space. The fact that the matrix elements in the unitary 
representations of £(1,3) and E(3) are connected by the process of contraction 
can also be deduced from the fact that the contraction can be introduced into 
the explicit realization of the unitary representations of £(1,3) given by Neu-
mark [2]. We show how in this way one arrives at an explicit realization of 
the unitary representations of E(3). This realization is very similar to the one 
obtained by an application of Mackey's method [3]. 
The representation theory of E(3) is of course of interest in itself, but there 
are also applications of the results derived in this paper to physical problems 
due to the fact that the representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group 
can be expressed as direct integrals of representations of E(3). We will return 
to these questions in a later paper. 
In section 2 we review some well-known results concerning the representa­
tions of the Lie algebras of £(1,3) and E(3). It is shown that they are con­
nected by a process of contraction. In section 3 we determine the form of the 
matrix element of a finite group element in E(3) and in section 4 the results are 
compared to the corresponding ones for £(1,3) which have been derived in 
ref. [4], Finally we consider in section 5 a choice of realization of the repre­
sentations of E(3) which is suggested by the contraction. 
2. The representations of the Lie algebras of L(3,1) and £(3) 
The Lie algebras of £(1,3) and E(3) can be described by the six hermitian basis 
e lements  M = (M v  Mv  M3 ) ,  N = (N l t  N 2 ,  N s )  and  M = (M v  M2 ,  M 3 ) ,  p =  (p v  p2 ,  p 3 )  
respectively. The commutation relations satisfied by these operators are 
£(1,3): [M r ,M s \  =  iM t ,  \M„ .Y,.|-0. \N r ,  N s ]  =  -  iM t ,  
[M r ,  N s \  =  [Nr ,  M s \  =  iN t ,  ( r ,  s ,  t  in cyclic perm.). (2.1) 
E{ 3): [M r ,M s \  =  iM t ,  \M r ,p r \  =  0, [p r ,p s \  =  0 ,  
[M r ,  2>J = I~p r ,  M s ]  =  ip t ,  (r, s, t  in cyclic perm.). (2.2) 
We note that the commutation relations between M r  and p s  are the same as 
those between Mr and Ns. The only difference between the algebras is that the 
pr:s commute with each other, whereas the N/.s do not. 
If the Lie algebra of £(1,3) is contracted with respect to the subalgebra 
formed by M1, M2 and M3, the resulting algebra is the Lie algebra of E(3). 
The contraction can be described in the following way. Consider the algebra con­
sisting of the elements M, K = AN. The commutation relations between Mr and 
K t are the same as those between Mr and Nt, while 
[K r ,  JTJ = - ih 2  •  M t ,  {r ,  s ,  t  in cyclic perm.), 
i.e. we have formally lim [K r ,  7fs] = 0. 
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In the limit of A—>0, M and K thus form an algebra which is isomorphic to 
the Lie algebra of E(3). 
The two invariants of £(1,3) and E(3) can be chosen as M2 — N2, M-N and 
p2, p • M respectively. In a unitary irreducible representation of L(l, 3) belonging 
to the principal series [2] the values of the invariants are 
M2 'N2 /;; -1 V-. 
M - N  = l0 - v ,  (2.3) 
where l ü  = \ ,  1, |, ..., or i0 = 0, In the supplementary 
series the values are 
M2 — N2 = c2 — 1, 
M • N = 0, (2.4) 
where 0<c<l. In a unitary irreducible representation of E ( 3 )  one has 
P2=P2, 
pM = l 0 -p ,  (2.5) 
where p 2  > 0, l 0  = 0, 1, p> 0 or ^><0. If the operators K t  are introduced 
into equation (2.3) we get 
K 2  =  AV +  I - Z §  +  M 2 ) ,  
K - M  =  M 0 y .  ( 2 . 6 )  
Consider the following limit: 
A->0, |r|~>oo, so that h>=p.  (2.7) 
We assume that A is a positive parameter i.e. v  and p  will have the same sign. 
Taking the limit (2.7) in the equations (2.6) one has formally 
limK2^^2, limK-M = Z0p. (2.8) 
(2.7) (2.7) 
Since the parameter c in (2.4) is bounded, no such limit can be constructed for 
the supplementary series. This may be compared with the fact that there is no 
s u p p l e m e n t a r y  s e r i e s  o f  u n i t a r y  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  o f  E ( 3 ) .  
The relations (2.8) suggest that we investigate the corresponding limit in the 
representations. The basis vectors in the representation space of a unitary re­
presentation (l0,v) of JL(1,3) will be denoted by \l,m;l0,v) and we assume that 
M2 and M., are diagonal in this basis with eigenvalues 1(1+ 1) and m respectively. 
Then I = l0, lg + 1 . .. According to ref. [2] a representation of the Lie algebra 
of £(1,3) is then given by 
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M + \ l , m ;  l 0 ,  v )  =  m + i \ h  m  +  1 ;  Z 0 ,  v ) ,  
]\1 _ 11, 7ïl, l0, Vy &m-l, m  ̂ 0̂' 
M 3  11 ,  m ;  l 0 ,  v }  =  m \ l , m ;  l0 ,  v ) ,  
N +  11 ,  m ;  l 0 ,  v >  =  i< x l - m ,  m + 1 y 1 ( l + l ; l 0 , v ) \ l + l , m + l ;  l0 ,  v >  
v i  
+  m + Y }  ̂ r n .  r n + i \ l , m + l ;  l 0 ,  V > + ia!m+i,-m (Z; Z 0, r) | Z ~ 1, m + 1; Z0, v >, 
iV_ |Z, to; Z0, r>= -i ^ \ - m y 1 ( l  + 1; Z0, »0 |Z+1; m - 1; Z0, v> 
rZ 
1 ( 1  1 ) m I^ Mo."> 1, TO 1,Z0> V>, 
JV3 |Z , m ; l 0 , v } =  - i ( x 1 + 1 r n y 1 ( l + \ - , l 0 , v ) \ l + \ , m - , l ü , v y  
Tïht V 
+ I'' m; z°' ̂  + ia'"'m '') 1̂  ~ m; V *')> 
where M ±  =  ifcfj +  i M 2 ,  N ±  =  N1  +  i N2 ,  
yi(Z; ?0, f (2? +?) (2^-T)' = + (2-9) 
A corresponding basis for a unitary representation (l 0 , p ) of E ( 3) is denoted by 
I l,m;l0,py. According to ref. [5] a representation of the Lie algebra of E(3) is 
then given by 
p + \ l ,  TO; l 0 , p y  =  i x l - ^ m + 1 y 2 ( l +  1 ;  l 0 , v )  \ l  +  l, m +  1; l 0 , p y  
~f~ _j_ m + 11 
|Z, m; l0 , p y  = - -».^(Z +l ; l 0 , p ) \ l + l , m -  1; l 0 , p y  
f ö l  
1 ( 1  ~f" 1 ) — m ^ ^ m-1 }^2 (^> ^ I ^ 1,W- 15 ^ o> 
^3 11 ,  m; Z0, p } =  -  iaSJi, y2 (Z +  1; Z0,2>) |  Ï +  1, m; Z0,2>> 
ryyi I nr\ 
+ I^ m; zo> 2>> + »«m. m y2('; *<>>2>) 11 - !»m; zo>i>>> 
where f>± = j»x ± ip2, 
y 2 ^o> JP) 
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We have then made a choice of phases which is similar to the one in (2.9). 
M ±  and M 3  act upon 11 ,  m;  l 0 ,p /  in the same way as upon \ l ,  m; v / .  We 
note that 
lim Xy 1  ( l ; l 0 ,  v )  =  y2 ( l ; l 0 ,  p ) ,  lim M 0 v  =  l0 p.  (2.11) 
(2.7) (2.7) 
Consequently the representations ( l 0 , v )  of the Lie algebra of £(1,3) can be con­
tracted, in the sense of the limit (2.7), to representations (l0,p) of the Lie al­
gebra  of  E(3) .  
3. The matrix elements of a finite group element of E(3) in a representa­
tion (l0,p) 
An arbitrary group element E of E(3) can be expressed as a function of six 
parameters (cp, 6, y>, a, ß, y) according to the factorization 
E = R s (<p)  R x (0)  R z ( ip )  T s (a)  B x (ß)  R z (y ) ,  (3.1) 
where e.g. R z (cp)  is a rotation of an angle cp  aro und the z-axis etc. and T z (a)  
is a translation of length a along the z axis. The matrix elements in a basis 
\l, m;l0,p} of the operator corresponding to this element can then be written as 
follows 
n = min(l , l ' )  
T l Üm'{<p,0 , i f ,a ,ß ,y , l o ,p )= 2 D l m , n ( (p ,  d ,  y j )  (a ; l 0 ,  p )  D l n , m .  (0 ,  ß ,  y ) ,  (3.2) 
n — —min ( I ,  I ' )  
where l>l0> 0, 0. n are the known matrix elements of a (21 + 1)-
dimensional representation of the threedimensional rotation group, and Tn ' (a ; l 0 ,p )  
are new functions which are to be determined. 
7'" (a; l 0 ,p )  will be determined by an application of the infinitesimal method. 
Having expressed an arbitrary element E of E(3) as a function of the para­
meters (cp, d, ip, a, ß, y), the operators Mt and pt of the Lie algebra can be written 
as partial differential operators in these variables. The explicit expressions for 
P±> P-.s- P2 ai"i p-M are given in an appendix. The complete matrix elements 
T"n,n. for fixed V and m' will satisfy the relations (2.10) and as a consequence 
satisfy the equations 
r>2 mW _ „2 mil' 
F -*• mm' JJ -1- mm'i 
P - M C  =  I , A .  ( 3 . 3 )  
Inserting the expression (3.2) for into (2.10) and (3.3) and integrating over 
all angles cp ,  0 ,  y ) ,  ß ,  y  one obtains relations containing only the functions 
T" (a; l0, p). From (2.10) one gets three independent relations containing first 
order derivatives with respect to the variable a and differences in both indices 
I and n. From (3.3) one new relation is obtained, containing a second order 
derivative with respect to a and differences only in the index n. The above-
mentioned relations can be arranged to form ladder operators in the indices I 
and n, i.e. operators which increase or decrease one of these indices by one 
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unit. Finally we may remark that the two equations (3.3) determine completely 
the form of the functions T\\' (a; l0, p) apart from a common normalization factor. 
The explicit form of the relations obtained from (2.10) is 
2 na — +  2n +  2i l n  pa 
da  
T ln{a;  l0 , p )  
d  * 
a I 
da  
&n-l ,n  &n- l ,n  T  n- l fa,  I Q,  p )  Gtn.n  -r l  <%n,n  +  l  ̂  n  +  1  (^)  ̂ 0 '  P )  '  (^ '^)  
n r  (a ;  l 0 ,  p )  =  -  a{ l  +  1)  (21  +  1)  y 2  ( I  +  1;  l 0 ,  p )  T' n + 1 '  ' '  (a ;  l 0 ,  p )  
i Wn+\,-n <xlnX\,n T"'+1 (a; l0, p) + tXn^n-i T"'-i (a; l0, p)]. (3.5) 
a— + ( l  +  1)  
da  
T l n (a ;  l 0 ,p )  =  a l (2 l+ l )  y 2  { I ;  l 0 ,  p )  T l n h  v  (a ;  l 0 ,  p )  
n ,n  + 1 &n,n+l  ̂  n  +  1  (^j ^o' f t )  '  Kn- l .  — n  &n~ 1, n  ̂  n -1 (®> P)~^'  (3.6) 
We define ladder operators L ±  and K± by 
d 2  d 
L + (n)  =  a 2  -^  +  2a(n  +  1)  — +  2n(n  +  1)  — 1(1+ 1)  — l ' (V  +  1)  +  a2 p 2  + 2i l 0 pa ,  
da  
d 2  d 
L_(n)  =  «2^~2—  2a(n  — 1) — + 2 n(n — 1) —1(1+ 1) — l ' ( l '  +  1) — a 2 p 2  — 2 i l 0 pa,  
d 2  
da 2  
K+ (I)  =a 2  — 2 la~+ (I  — V)  (1  +  V +  1)  +  a 2 p 2  — ̂ n ^oP a  
w  J - da  
d'  
(1+ 1) ' 
2 ni l 0 pa  
X-V =  *r t+2( i  +  i)«% l +( i -m+r  +  i )  +  W+ ( I  +  1 )  
In terms of these operators 21"' (a \l 0 ,p )  satisfies the equations 
L+ (Ti )  T  n (a^ l^p)  2öC n > n  + l  0C n t n +  i  T  n  + \  (a ,  IQ ,  p ) .  
L- (7i )T n  (a , l^ ,p)  2cc n ~i t 7 l  ccn - i , n  T n ~i  (a ,  Iq ,  p ) .  




K +  ( I )  T '£  (a;  l 0 , p )  = - 2(2? + 1) o^y, (1+  1; l 0 ,p )  a ' l \  (a; l0 ,p) .  (3.10) 
K (I)  T"'  (a;  l 0 ,  p )  =  2(21  +  1)  x l n , n  y 2  (I ;  l 0 ,  p )  aT' n  h  ' '  (a ;  l 0 ,  p ) .  (3.11) 
We note that all the relations (3.4)—(3.11) can be obtained from the corre­
sponding relations for Z(l,3), as given in ref. [4], by a formal application of 
the limiting procedure (2.7). 
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We will exploit the equations (3.4)-(3.11) in a way similar to the one used 
in ref. [4] to find 
(a) explicit expressions for T 1 /  ( a ;  l 0 , p )  
(b) explicit expressions for T"° (a;  l 0 ,  p )  
(c) an iteration procedure by which 21"' («; l 0 , p )  can be expressed in terms of 
f u n c t i on s  T (a;  l 0 ,  p ) .  
Consider first item (a). We adopt the procedure of ref. [4], i.e. we make use 
of the fact that for I < V it follows from (3.8) that 
L+ (I )  T \ v  (a \  l 0 ,  p )  = 0, (3.12) 
which is a second order differential equation with singularities at a  = 0 and 
a= oo. The exponents of the two solutions at a = 0 are x1 - V — I and x2 = 
— V — I — 1. Since only solutions bounded at a = 0 are admissible, we put 
T l l l ' (a ; l 0 , p )  =  a">- B , l , (a ; l 0 ,P ) ,  (3-13) 
where B\ v  (a ; l 0 ,  p )  is regular at a  = 0 and determined by 
d 2  d  
a-— 2 +  2(1 '  +  1)  — +  ap  + 2 iLp  
da 2  da  u  
B' / '  ( « ;  l 0 ,  p )  — 0. (3.14) 
This equation has the solution [6] 
B\ r  (a ;  l 0 ,  p )  =  N •  e i p a  <t>(i' + l 0 +l ,2 l '  + 2, -2i p a ) ,  (3.15) 
where < [>(b .  c ,  x )  is the confluent hypergeometric series 
.  b  x  b ib  +  1)  x 2  
r f> (b ,  c , x )=  1  +  -  -  +  
c 1 c(c+ 1) 2! 
The normalization constant N is determined by an application of (3.5) and the 
condition 
TV (0; l o ,p )  =  1 ,  
which comes from the fact that for a  =  0 the representation decomposes into a 
direct sum of representations of the threedimensional rotation group. 
The complete expression reads 
Tf  (a;  l 0 ,  p )  =  N • a l '~ l  •  e i m  c f >{ V  +  1  +  l0 ,  21 '  +  2,  -  2iap) ,  
with N - t  2 1  P h ' - ' ] /  (* '  +  W-*o) ' (2 i+W + * ) !  (giß) 
with N - (  2|3>|) y  { l  +  l o ) l { l - l o ) l { 2 l '  +  l ) l ( l ' - l ) \ (2 l ' ) \ -  ( 3 ' l b )  
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Consider next item (b). According to (3.2) the column T l£m-  (cp,  6 ,  y>, a ,  ß,  y  ; 
l0, p) (l0, m' fixed) is a sum of functions T"" (a; l(j. p). As we shall see below 
T"' (a; l0, p) can be determined explicitly. Consequently the explicit form of all 
the elements in this column, which form a basis for a linear representation of 
i?(3), is known. 
For | «,[<£„ it follows from (3.11) that 
K- (l0)  T ln (a; l0 ,  p)  = 0. (3.17) 
This equation is in fact identical with 
L+ (l0)  T' if  (a;  n,  p)  = 0, (3.18) 
where 0 is assumed. Consequently T l£ (a; l 0 ,p)  = const. T\f (a; n,p)  where the 
r.h.s. is known, according to (3.16). Using the symmetries 
T% (a; l0 ,p)  = ( -  l) r~' Tl n l  (a; l0 ,p) ,  (3.19) 
and T% {a; l0 ,p)  = T lin (a;  l0 ,  -p) ,  (3.20) 
we thus have 
T"' (a; l0 ,  p)  = N1  é v a  a l~ l° (f>(l  + w + 1, 2Z + 2, -2ipa),  (3.21) 
for all l^l0 and |w|<Z0. 
Consider finally item (c). Because of the length of the explicit calculations we 
only indicate how the general function 21"' (a; l0,p) can be determined from (3.16). 
We refer to ref. [4] for more details about the procedure. From the recursion 
relations between associated confluent hypergeometric functions [6] it follows that 
2na ~ + (i0 + 1) 2ipa + 2n(l'  — 1+1) 
where Xj 
c,  — 2ipa) 
=  X 1 (  — 2ipa)2  cj)(b +  1,  c + 2,  —2ipa) 
+  X 2 ( ~  2 i p a )  c f > { b ,  c ,  —  2  i p a )  +  X 3  ( f > ( b  —  1 ,  c  —  2 ,  —  2  i p a ) ,  
2 n ( l '  +  1  —1 0 )  ( V + 1  +  l0 )  ( V  + 1 )  
(2l'  + 2f (2Z' + l)(2Z' + 3) 
, , la( l  -  1) 
X t ~ n  l 0  + l' {V + 1 y  
X 3  = 2n(l'- l  + l) ,  
b = V + l0+ 1, c  = 21'+ 2.  (3.22) 
Consequently the functions T\1 ' (a;  l0 ,  p)  satisfy a relation of the following form: 
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TY (a; l0 ,  p)  
= Cl T\:{• r + 1  (a; l0p) + c0T\z\v (a; l0 ,  p)  + c_xT\z\ l'~1 (a; l0 ,  p).  (3.23) 
It is easily seen that by a repeated application of (3.4) and (3.24), the general 
func t ion  T"'  (a;l 0 ,p)  can  be  exp re s s ed  a s  a  sum of  known  func t ions  T\Z% , l '+ l l(a;l0 ,p),  
where 0 ̂ p^l — n, p > fj, > max (l0 — I', — p) (cf. ref. [4]). 
Finally we may remark that, in the same way as in the Lorentz case, 
TY(a;l0,p) can be expressed as a linear combination of two solutions of (3.12) 
corresponding to x = x2. O ne finds 
TY {a;l0 ,p)  = N2-a- l- l ' -1-[e i v a(f ){~r + l0 ,  -21' ,  -2 ipa) 
— e~w a  <f>( — l '  —10 ,  — 21' ,  + 2 ipa),  
where the confluent hypergeometric functions are polynomials of degree V —10  
and V +10 respectively. 
4. The contraction of the representations of L(l,3) 
An arbitrary element L of £(1,3) an be expressed as a function of six para­
me te r s  ( 9 0, 6,  ip,  x ,  ß,  y)  s imi l a r  t o  (3 .1 )  f o r  E (3): 
L = Rz(<p) R x(0) R z(ip) A z(x)  B x(ß) R z(y) ,  (4.1) 
where A s(x) is an acceleration in the z direction with the velocity v = Tghx(c = 1). 
The matrix element corresponding to L can, in a basis \l,m;l0,v}, be written [4] 
w=min (I, I') 
T lmm' (99, 6, y>, x ,  ß,  y;  l 0 ,  v)  = 2 D 'm.n (<p, 0, y>) A"'  (a; l0 ,  v)  D l n % m .  (0, ß, y) .  (4.2) 
n = -min (1,1') 
In section 3 it was mentioned that the equations for T" (a; l0 ,p)  could be con­
structed from the corresponding ones for AY (a; l0, v) b y taking the limit (2.7). 
We will now show explicitly that the solutions of these equations are connected 
by the same limit. This is of course well known for those parts of the solu­
tions which consists of hypergeometric functions and confluent hypergeometric 
functions respectively. However, it must be shown that the remaining parts of 
the matrix elements are also connected by the limit (2.7). 
To begin with, TY (a;l0 ,p)  and AY (x;l0 ,v)  will be compared. AY(x;l0 ,v)  can 
be written as follows: 
AY (x; l 0 ,  v)  = N 3  (Sh a)1 ' -1  •  . F (I'  + l  + l0 , l '  + l -  iv,  2 V + 2,1 - e^2"), 
where 
v 2y--i]/(^+^)! (I '~l0) \(l '  + l)  \  (21+1)1 (( l+lf  + v2)  . . .  (F+/) 
3  1  ;  '  (l  + l0) \(l-l0)\(2V)\(2l '+ 1)(V ~l)\  " (  '  
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F(a ,  b ,  c ,  x )  is the hypergeometric series: 
a-b  «(«+1)6(6 + 1) „ 
F(a ,b , c ,x )  =  l  +  — x+ 1 . 2 . c ( c + 1 )  *  + - •  
(Cf. ref. [4]. Equation (4.3) is not explicitly given in [4], but it can readily be 
derived from expressions given there. In the notation of [4], choose a = ax = 
I' — L, Q = = J (I + L0 + 1 — iv) and use the argument 1 — e~2<* i n the hypergeo­
metric function.) 
In the limit (2.7) we have for the factors appearing in (4.3): 
lim (ShXx) l '~ l  •  ] / ( { I  +  l)2 + v 2 )  . . .  ( I ' 2  + v 2 )  =  x 1 ' ' 1  \ p \ 1 ' - '  e i p x ,  (4.4) 
(2.7) 
and 
lim F(V +  1 + 1 0 ,V  +  1 -  iv ,  2V +  2 ,1 -  e~2Aa) = <£(£' + 1 +1 0 ,  2V +  2 ,  -  2i pa ) .  (4.5) 
(2.7) 
From (3.16), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) it evidently follows that 
lim A\ v  (Åo c- ,  l <„  v )  =  T \ 1 '  (a; Z0, p) .  (4.6) 
(2.7) 
The contraction is thus valid for these special elements (and thus also for 
A 1 ^ ( o c;  l 0 ,  v )  a n d  T l l n °  (a ;  l 0 , p ) ) .  
To see that the contraction of an arbitrary element A" (a;  l 0 ,  v )  gives T" (a ;  l 0 , p )  
we note that the following relation between associated hypergeometric functions 
holds: 
1 — p~ 2« rf 
-  2  + ( iv( l 0  + 1)  -  (V + 1 0  + 1) )  (1  -  e- 2 ")  +  2n(V  -  I +  1)  
- 2 n( l '  ~ l+ \ )  (1-(T 2 *)  F(r ,  s , t ,  1 -  e- 2 o c )  
=  yx (  I -  e - 2 ") 2  F(r  +  1, s + 1, t  + 2,1 - e"2a) 
+ y2 ( l - e~ 2 x )F(r , s , t , l - e - 2 c ' )  +  y3 F(r - l , s - l , t ~2 ,  1 - e^2*), (4.7) 
where r  =  V +  l 0  + 1, s  =  V +  1 — iv ,  t  =  21 '  +  2 .  The quantities y v  y z  and are con­
stants which in the limit (2.7) obey 
lim À 2 y 1  = (~ ip ) 2 X 1 ,  lim Å y 2  = ( -  ip )  X 2 ,  y^ l % -  (4.8) 
(2.7) (2.7) 
If a is replaced by Åx and the limit (2.7) is taken, (4.7) is transformed into 
(3.22), which is of course a consequence of the fact that the confluence, which 
takes the hypergeometric function into a confluent hypergeometric function, also 
takes the relations between associated hypergeometric functions into corresponding 
relations between associated confluent hypergeometric functions. A" (a; l0, v) is 
determined from A"' (oc; l0, v) by repeated application of the relations 
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2n Sh a -—h 2n Ch a + 2iLv Sh a 
doc 
An (oc, Zq, v) 
&n — l,n &*n — l,n •^•n — 1 (&> "V) ÖCn,ra + l ÖCn,n + l -^n + 1 ^0' ̂ )> 
(corresponding to (3.4)) and 
2n Sh oc ——b 2n Ch a + 2il0v Sh a 
doc 
An (oc; Iq, v) 
= d1A[Jiv+1 (a; Z0, v) + rf0^|_i-!' (a; Z0, v) + d-^A1^1 '  1 (a; Z0, v), 
(corresponding to (3.23)). Since A"'(oc;l0,v) and T"' (a\l0,p) can be obtained from 
A\l(a; l0, v) and T"' (a; l0,p) respectively, by applying, a finite number of times, 
relations which are connected by the limit (2.7) it follows that 
lim A"' ()m\ l0, v) = Tun (x; l0, p), (4.9) 
(2.7) 
i.e. the matrix elements in a basis \l,m;l0,p) of a general element E of E(3) 
in a unitary representation (l0,p) can be obtained from the corresponding ele­
ments in a unitary representation (l0,v) of L( 1,3), by an application of the 
limiting procedure (2.7). 
If we go down one step in the space dimensions and consider the contraction 
of the threedimensional Lorentz group £(1,2) to the twodimensional Euclidean 
group E(2), we find that in this case the matrix elements of an irreducible 
unitary representation of £(1,2) belonging to the continuous class [7] can be 
contracted, by a procedure analogous to (2.7), to give the matrix elements in 
a unitary irreducible representation of E{2). This follows from an application of 
Hansens formula for the Bessel function as a limit of hypergeometric functions [8], 
5. A choice of representation space suggested by the contraction 
According to § 11 of ref. [2] an explicit realization of the basis functions 
I is 
11, m; l0, v> = N(l, l0, v) D lu<m (cp, d, y>). (5.1) 
We refer to [2] for the general formula for the operator representing an arbitrary 
Lorentz transformation in this realization. However, if Va, V« and Vv are the op­
erators corresponding to accelerations in the z, x and y directions with veloci­
ties Tgh a, Tgh ß and Tgh y respectively, the explicit expressions for the action 
of Vx and Vp in this basis is given by 
VxD lUm (<p, 0, y>) = (Ch « - cos d Sh a) l v^lD lu,m (cp, 0', xp), 
_ ,,, cosöCha™ Sha 
where cos 0 =— TovT ' '5'2) 
Un a — cos a Sh a 
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and VßDLm (<P, 0,  f )  = (Ch /S - sin 0 sin xp Sh ß)"^D l U r n  (99", 0", xp") ,  
cos 0 
where cos I 
Ch ß — sin 0 sin xp Sh ß'  
[ cos 0 cos xp Sh ß j 
xp" = xp + arctg 
sin 0 sin 2xp Sh2 — Sh ß cos xp 
sin 0 Ch2 ^ — sin 0 cos 2xp Sh2 j-  — Sh ß sin xp 
— ZJ 
(5.3) 
There is a completely analogous formula for V y:  
v v DLm {q>, 0 ,  ip)=  (C h  y ~ s i n  0 c o s  v S h  yV^K.m W"'> 0 ,"> V")- (5.4) 
In this realization every element L of L( 1,3) is associated with a transforma­
tion of a point (99, 0, xp) in "carrier space". The operator corresponding to a 
rotation changes (99, 0, xp) and the new arguments are determined by multiplica­
tion from the right in the jD-functions (cf. [2] and equation (5.9) below). 
We have 
lim 0' (Xa) = 0, 
lim 0" (Xß) = 0, lim 99" (Xß) = <p, lim xp" (Xß) =w. 
A->0 A->0 A->0 
lim 0"' (Xy) = 0, lim 99"'(Ay) = 99, lim xp '" (Xy) = ip.  
À—>0 A—>0 A-^0 
(5.5) 
A formal application of the limit (2.7) to (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) then gives 
l im Vx*D lu,m  ( tp,  6 ,  xp) = (<p, 0,  xp),  
(2.7) 
lim Vx ßD l h ,m(<p,6,xp) = e 
(2.7) 
-zpa sin 0 sin v 
lim ViYDU m((p,d,xp) = e 
(2.7) 
V D l . m ( < P , 0 , X p ) ,  
 .-'»« i»9 »o ̂ D ' l o m { ( p >e,xp).  (5.6) 
As is implied by (5.6) we can now define a representation (Z0,p) of Ä(3) as 
a "multiplier representation". 
Every element E of E(3) can be written as (5.7) 
E = T • R 
where T is a translation and R is a rotation. The operators representing T and 
R will be denoted by 0T and 0R respectively. As representation space we choose 
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the set {D \ 0,m ( q> , 0, y>)} where l  =  l 0 , l 0 + 1 ... and m = Z, .. . 1 .  The action of 0 T  
and 0B is defined by 
OTD(R0) = e-^T-^D(R0), (5.8) 
O B D (R 0 ) =D( R 0 R) ,  (5.9) 
where ( T ,  R0 )  =  T x  sin 0O sin + Ty  sin 0O cos y> 0  + T z  cos 0O (R0 is the rotation de­
scribed by (q>0, 0O, ip0))- With every rotation is associated a transformation of the 
point (ç90, dg, ip(>) in carrier space according to (5.9), while the translations give 
a multiplier according to (5.8). The operator 0E=0T- 0B gives 
O e D( R 0 )  =  O t O r D( R 0 )  =  O t D{ R 0 R)  =  D{R 0 R) .  (5.10) 
The product of two operators corresponding to arbitrary elements E 1  and E 2  
of E(3) gives 
0 E l  0E l  D(R 0 )  =  e - i p l ( T >-  R ° ) + ( T "  R °  R M D {  R^R i ) . (5.11) 
If we put E 1 -  E2  = E  =  T  •  R ,  
it follows that T  — T 1 R 1 T 2 R i 1 ,  R  =  R 1 -  R2 ,  
and OED(R0) = e-iMT^R«) + ^T'Rï1'R^D(R0R1R2). (5.12) 
It is easy to show that 
(T 2 ,R 0 R 1 )  =  (R 1 T 2 R^ ,R 0 ) .  
From (5.11) and (5.12) it then follows that 
0 E l  '  0 E i  = 0 E l . E l  
and thus the operators 0 E  actually give a representation (l 0,p) of E (3 ) .  
From this realization the following integral representation of T " ' (a - , l 0 , p )  is 
obtained: 
21"' (a ;  l0 , p )  =  N( l ,  V ,  n ;  l 0 , p )  D l u , n  (0, 0,0) e - i p x c o s e D l u , n  (0, 0, 0) sin Odd .  (5.13) 
For n  — I  equation (5.13) can be recognized as being essentially Eulers integral 
formula for the confluent hypergeometric function, [6]. 
The realization given above, or very similar ones, arises naturally in many 
different approaches to the representation theory of E(3). The main purpose of 
this section is to point out the connection of such realizations with the multi­
plier representations of £(1,3). 
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APPENDIX 
Differential opera t o r s  f o r p±, p3, p2 and p • M 
P+ • a s, 
1 0 . - — + *Co ->3-^ + 7 0 . 8 , , . 8 
8W+^a8a~^ + lC^)rß 
H— (c„ — is„c„) - , ,  
s4  8y\ 
ie'f 1 0 . 8 
P- = i— t »c, 
Ps 
a i«2 S9> 
1 , 




a 1 S*80 
11 ' 1 0
2 
a2 1 . S18<p2 
(c3  + is3c2) + -
0y> 
•  0  /  •  N  — »s„a (.s„ — ic„c0) 2  8a 3  3  2  < 
_8_ 
' SyJ ' 
0 
- + c„a — + s9c 
0a 2 3 . 
^ , 52 S3 ^ i 
1 «4 ' 
92 
/Co C* Co\ 0 Oo 
+ 2 I h -2 J + 2 — 
\s2s4 sj 8cp8y> s2 
(c,\2  /c4\2 , 2c 2c 3c 4 1 02 
a. 32 
: — 2 
0y>2  a  8a2  8ß2  si 8y2  
, So Cd 0 
s2s l8cp8y s4 80 8rp 86 8ß 
s2s3 0 
- + 2 
C2C3 i C4 +  - | _ !  4 J 0  
s i  80 8y c2 8ß8ip ' \s2s4 s\) 8y)8y s2  80 8a s i8ß 
n So 0 
+ 2 3 
p M = 
1 C2C4S3 0 ( S3C4 0:  
„2 -j 
c3 0^ So 0 C„C4 0 
s2s4 0yi s2s i8<p8ip s2  
02 „ „ 
• + + Sa 
s2såd(pdy så  dOdip dO dß 
c3 02 C2C3 0 c2s3 0 0 
where 
s i  808y 8xp8a s2 0/3 cfy s2s i8y>8y dip}' 
s4 = sin cp, s2  = sin 0, s3  = sin yj, s4 = sin ß, 
c1  = cos q>, c2  = cos 0, c3  = cos y), c4  = cos ß. 
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Construction of representations of the inhomogeneous Lo­
rentz group by means of contraction of representations of 
the (1+4) de Sitter group 
Ry STAFFAN STRÖM 
A B S T R A C T  
If the Lie algebra of the (1 + 4) de Sitter group is contracted, in the sense of Inönii and 
Wigner, with respect to the Lie algebra of the homogeneous Lorentz group, the resulting algebra 
is the Lie algebra of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. In the present work we study the 
corresponding process of contraction in the representations of the Lie algebra of the de Sitter 
group. It is shown that the infinitesimal generators of all the unitary irreducible representations 
of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group can be constructed in this way, in terms of an angular 
momentum basis. 
1. Introduction 
One characteristic feature of the contraction [1] of a Lie algebra with respect 
to any of its subalgebras is that the algebra thus obtained has an invariant 
abelian subalgebra. The contraction therefore results in a very marked change 
of structure of the Lie algebra. In terms of the corresponding Lie groups this 
means e.g. that by contraction of a simple or semisimple Lie group we arrive 
at a non-semisimple Lie group. 
From a physical point of view one is primarily interested in the relation 
between the unitary irreducible representations of the two groups which are 
related to each other through a contraction. One way of obtaining representa­
tions of the group obtained by contraction, from representations of the con­
tracted group, is to consider, together with the process of co ntraction, the limit 
of special sets of representations of the contracted group [1], Such construc­
tions may provide simple ways of obtaining representations of non-semisimple 
groups from representations of simple ones. 
In the present work we will study a case where the complete classification 
of the unitary irreducible representations of the two groups involved, the (1+4) 
de Sitter group L( 1,4] and the (proper, orthochronous) inhomogeneous Lorentz 
group P (1,8), is known. The emphasis will be on the actual construction of t he 
representations of P (1,3). (We will not discuss possible physical implications. 
For a discussion of such questions, see references [2] and [3].) The complete 
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classification of the unitary irreducible representations of L( 1,4) has been given 
by Dixmier [4]. The relevant results from that work are listed in section II. 
In section III we perform a change of basis in the representation space given 
in ref. [4], which is necessary for the later developments. In section IV the 
particular constructions by means of which one gets all the different unitary 
representations of P(l,3) (in infinitesimal form) are given. 
II. The L (1,4) and its unitary representations 
The Lie algebra of L( 1,4) has ten basis elements which may be chosen as 
M = {M1: M2, MS), N = (NV N2, N3), P = (PV P2, P2) and P0 which satisfy the com­
mutation relations 
[Mk,Mt] = iMm, [Nk,Nl\=~iMm, [Pk, Pl\ = iMm, 
[Mk, Nl\ = [Nk,Ml]=iNm, 
[Mk, Pt] = [Pk, Mi\ = iPm, k, l, m in cyclic psrm. 
[Mk, Nk] = [Mk, Pk] = [Mk, P0] = 0, 
[P0, Nk\ = iPk, [P0,Pk\ = iNk, 
[Po Ni\ = iôkiP0. (2-1) 
M, N, P and P0 are assumed to be hermitian. M and N form a subalgebra, the 
Lie algebra of the homogeneous Lorentz group £(1,3). M and P form another 
subalgebra which is the Lie algebra of the fourdimensional rotation group R (4). 
We will use the same notation M, N ... etc. for the corresponding operators acting 
in the representation space. For all the unitary representations of L( 1,4) the 
representation space can be taken as the direct sum of representation spaces 
Hk:K for a (2k + 1) (2k' + l)-dimensional representation of P(4): 
=  (2-2)  
k, k' 
The values of k and k' which are to be summed over will be specified later. 
In %,/c' one can choose a basis \ k, /u, k' ju") where (M+P)2, (M — P)2, (M + P)3 
and (M — P)3 are diagonal. Reviewing and rewriting the results of ref. [4] we 
have in this basis: 
i (M3 - P3) I k, fi, k', /i'} I k, 
\ (M + — P+) I k, fi, k', //> = /(& — ju) {k + /j, + 1) I k, n + 1, k', ju'}, 
\ (Jf_ — P_) I k, ju, k', [l'y = y (k + /j.) (k — [t + 1) I k, fi — 1, k', [t'y, 
i {M3 + P3) I k, [t, k', [t'y = [i I k, [i, k', [i'y, 
\ (M+ +P+) I k, [x, k', [i'y = V(k' — ju') (k' + [i' + 1) \ k, [i, k', [i +1), 
I (M_ + P_) I k, [i, k', [i'y = ]/(k' + [i') (k' — [x + 1) I k, [i, k', [i' — 1), 
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N + \ k,P, k ' ,  />  = i  { / {k  +  (I +1)  (k '  +  7 +1) AK K i  k  + i ,  FL + i ,  k '  +b  v '  +  !> 
+ V (k  -  fx)  (k '  +  fi '  +  1)  B k  k .  I k  -  \,  fi  +  b  k!  +  / i '  +  
+ V (k + fi+\) (k' -  fi') CK k. I  k + \ , fi + i,  k' -  fi' + i>  
+ /(k -  f i )  (k '  -  fi ' )  D k t k .  I  k  -  J ,  fx  +  I ,  j u '  +  |>} ,  
JV_ 14 ,  i ' ,  />  = i  {  -  K( F^+ IhF^7+1)  A,*•  I  k  +  b  fi  -  i  i '  + \ ,  fi '  -  i>  
+ /(& +  ,«)  (k '  - ju '  +  1)  £f c i f c ,  I  A  -  k '  + \ , f i  -  J> 
+ V(k~ f i+1)  (k '  +  f i ' )  Cfc . f t - 1 f c  +  f i  -  b  k'  -  b  fi '  - 1> 
-  Y (k  +  fi )  (k '  +  f i' )  D k i k . \  k - \ , f i -  J ,  k '  ~ \ , f i  -  £>},  
N a  I  k ,  / i ,  k ' ,  f l ' )  
=  2 i~  Ak.v  [V{k  +  fi  +  1)  (k '  — / i '  +  1)  I k+  l,  fi  +  b  k '  +  \ , f i  -  |> 
+ /k -  f i  +  1)  (k '  +  / i '  +  1)  I k+  § ,  f i-  J ,  k '  +  \ , f i  +  £>] 
+  Bk t k. [ -  ]/(k -  fi) (k' -  fi' +1)  I k - i ,  [i +1 ,  k' + b fi' -  i>  
+ V(k  +  fi )  (k '  + f i '  - i -1)  | £ -  ,«-§ ,&'  +  J , / /  +  i>]  
+  C f c . r [ l / / ( ^  +  i M  + 1 )  ( fc ' + ( M ' ) | ^  +  i . / M +  2> k '  -  i> f l '  -  i )  
-  y (k  -  fl  + 1)  {k'  -  fl '  )  I  k  +  b  fl  -  \,  k '  -  fl '  +  J>]  
+ Ac.fc' [K(^-jm) (Ä '+ /W')  I & ^ i» /« + i, k '  -  %, f l '  -  £> 
+  /(fe  +  jm)  ( fe '  -  fi '  )  I k  -  i ,  f i  -  I,  &'  -  i ,  / i '  +  i>]} ,  
P 0  I  f i ,  k ' ,  / i ' )  
= 2 D/'(£ + /w + 1) (&' -/w' + 1) I 4 + i,/M + b k'  +  b  fl '  -  b)  
- ] / (k- f i  +  \ )  (k '  +  v '  +  l )\k+bn~hV + * , /  + *>] 
+ |V(fc  - ,« )  (A'  -  / i '  +  1)  I Ä:  -  i ,  ^  +  I ,  F  + i ,  /  -  i> 
+ ]/{k  +  f i ) (k'+^ i '  +  \ ) \ k -b^-b  k '  +  ! , /  + !>]  
-  Cfc. r  [V(& +jM +  1)  (&'+ ,« ' )  I A;  +  fl + I ,  fc '  -  i ,  fi' -
+ / (4  -  fi  +  1)  {k '  -  / i ' )  I k  +  I ,  fi  -  \,  k'  -  b  fi '  +  i>]  
+  A- . .k  [ -1 /{k - f i )  (k '  +  f i ' ) \ k— b  fi  +  b  k'  ~b f i '  -  b)  
+ V(k  +  / i )  (k '  - f i ' ) \ k  — \ , f i  — \ , k '  — \ , f i ' J r  i>]}, 
where M ±  = M 1 ±iM 2 ,  P± =P 1 ±iP 2 ,  N ±  =N 1 ±iN 2 .  (2.3) 
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The constants Ak_k— Dktk- are determined by the commutation relations, the 
unitarity and the irreducibility conditions. They can be chosen as real and we have 
Dicx = fc'-j, Cfc.fc = ~ Bk+%, k'-i- (2-4) 
They have different values in the different classes of unitary representations 
(see below). In the following the parameters \ = k + k'+\ and n = k' — k will be 
used frequently and we write 
A-k.k' @>l, 71? -Bk,k* ^l,n> @k,k' ^l,n> -^k,k' 
and thus = 1>n, cI>n=. 
i (1,4) has two independent invariants which can be chosen as 
Q = Po ~~ P2 — (M2 — N2), 
Ü' = (M • P)2 - (P0M - PxN)2 - (M • N)2. 
The unitary irreducible representations of L( 1,4) may be separated into two 
main classes we will call the continuous and the discrete classes and within each 
class three subclasses will be specified: 
(2.5) 
1. The continuous class 
Among the parameters which specify the representations of this class there 
is one, a, which can take all values in a semi-infinite interval. The three sub­
classes are: 
(a) the representations vr,a with r= 1,2,3... 
and (7> 0 ,  w h er e  r = min (k + k'), 
(b) the representations vr,a with r=\, §, ... 
and cr>! where r = min (& + &'), 
(c) the representations v0,o  with a> — 2. 
Here k = k'> 0. 
The domain v of Fig. 1. gives the values of (k, k') which occur in the sum (2.2). 
In terms of the parameters I = k + k' + 1 and n = k' — k the values of aXi n and 
bUn are given by 
^l.r, 
&1, n 
1 /  ( Z - r ) ( Z  +  r + l ) ( Z ( Z + l )  +  ( r )   
' (I — n) (I — n+ 1) (l + n) (l + n+ 1) ' 
1 /  (r — n) (r + n + 1) (n (n + 1) + a) |  
'  ( I  —  n —  1 )  ( I  —  n )  ( 1  +  n )  ( I  +  n +  1 )  
(2.6) 
To get the values for case (c) we shall put r = 0, n = 0. Then bL 0 — 0. The 
values of the invariants are 
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Fig. 1 
v r , a ( Q )  =  — r ( r + l )  +  2  +  o )  
v r , a ( Q ' ) =  —  r ( r  +  1 )  a .  
(2.7) 
2 .  T h e  d is c r e t e  c la s s  
The representations of this class are characterized by parameters which take 
discrete values. The three subclasses are 
( a )  the representations ? i r , q  with r = \ ,  1, f, 2... 
q  =  r ,  r  — 1, ... 1 or \ where r ^ n ^ q ,  r = min (& + &'), 
( b )  the representations j t r . q  with r =  1, f, 2 ... 
q  =  r ,  r —  1,... 1 or £ where —  n >  q,  r  =  m( k + k ' ) ,  
(c) the representations n r . 0  with r =  1, 2, 3 .... 
Here 2 k  =  2 k '  >  r .  
The domains n  of Figs. 2, 3 and 4 give the values of (k ,  k ')  which occur in the 
sum (2,2) in the cases (a), (b) and (c) re spectively. The values of al n and bl n are 
given by 
««.»=]/£ 
J l ,  n  
r )  ( 1  + r  +  1 )  (1  +  q )  ( l  —  g  + 1  )  
( I  —  n )  ( I —  n+  1 )  ( l  +  n )  { l  +  n +  1 ) '  
i  ( r  —  n )  ( r  +  n  +  1 )  ( n  +  q )  ( n  —  q  +  1 )  
'  ( I  —  n —  1 )  ( I  —  n )  ( l  +  n )  ( l  +  n +  1 )  
(2.8) 
To get the values for case (c) we shall put q = l ,  n  =  0. Then b U o  =  0. The 
values of the invariants are 
(2.9) 
^ r . a ( ü )  =  -  r ( r  +  \ )  -  q { q - l )  +  2 , ]  
^ r . a { 0 . ' ) = p ( p  +  l ) q ( q - l ) ,  J  
where j i r < Q stands for n f _ q  or j i r , 0 .  In the latter case we shall put q  = 1 in (2.9). 
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Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
We will now consider the contraction of L( 1,4) with respect to i (1,3). Put 
p = /lP, p0 = XP„. 
Then [^0,p] = iA2N, [pk,pi\ = iX2Mm. (2.10) 
In the remaining commutation relations in (2,1), P and P0 are simply replaced 
by p and p0. In the limit of ). —> 0, we have from (2,10): 
l>o,P] = 0, [Pk, Pi\ = 0, (2.11) 
i.e. in the limit of /—> 0, M, N, p and p0 form the Lie algebra of P (1,3). Put 
(o = pl~ p2, 
&>' = (M • p)2 — (p0 M — p x N)2. 
(2.12) 
ca and a>' are invariants of P(l,3) (for some representations there are further 
sign invariants). A comparison of (2,5) and (2,12) then shows that formally 
we have 
lim A2 Q = co, limA2Q' = a>'. (2.13) 
A-»0 
III. A change of basis in the representation space 
Before we study the process of contraction in the representations we want to 
change to a basis where M2 and M.s are diagonal. Since the contraction takes 
R(4) into E(3) we expect to get the representation space of P(l,3) as a sum 
of integrals of representation spaces of E (3). In the latter we want to use a 
basis where M2, Ms, p2 and p • M are diagonal. The basis vectors in a repre­
sentation space of i (1,4) where M2, M:i, (M + P)2 and (M — P)2 are diagonal will 
be denoted by | j,m,n,V) (instead of the more common notation [ j, m, k, k'y). 
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The action of M 3 ,  M ± ,  P 3  and P t  in this basis is well known [5], For the con­
venience of the reader we reproduce it here. 
M 3  I  j ,  m , n , V )  =  m  \  j ,  TO, V ) ,  
M  +  I  j ,  TO, TO, Ï )  =  V ( j  —  TO) ( j  +  m +  1 ) |  j ,  TO + 1, W, i y ,  
m _  I  j ,  TO, r i ,  i y  =  v (j + TO)  ( j  —  TO + 1 )  I  j ,  TO —  i , n ,  i y ,  
P 3  \ j , m , n , i y  =  — x ( j +  1,1 ,  n )  V ( j  +  m +  1) ( j  —  m +  1) |  j  +  1 ,  to, to, l y  
TYL ' Tt * I  
+  ̂ y z j r j )  I  m '  n >  ̂  ~  K  ( j + T O )  ( j  —  T O )  I  j  —  I ,  T O ,  n ,  i y ,  
P +  \ j ,  TO, TO, l y  =  o c  ( j  +  1, l ,  n) V  ( j  +  m +  1) ( j  +  m  +  2)  \  j +  1, TO + 1, to, i y  
I  •  n  V I t  , /  I  
+  —  +  ̂  V  ( i  —  TO) (/ + TO + 1) I j , m +  1, n ,  l y  
—  x { j ,  I ,  n )  V ( j —  TO) ( j  —  TO — 1) I j  —  1, TO + 1, to, l y ,  
P -  I j, TO, n,iy= — x ( j  +  1 , 1 ,  n ) / ( j  —  m  +  2 )  ( j  —  TO  +  1 )  |  j  +  1 ,  T O  —  1 ,  t o ,  i y  
I  •  n  
+ + K (j + TO) (/-TO + 1) I/, To— 1,», Z) 
+  x ( j ,  I ,  to) V ( j  +  m )  ( j  +  m —  1 )  \  j —  1, to — 1,  to ,  l y ,  
where i, _ i . ff.1) 
Because of the commutation relations 
[ P 0 ,  P 3 ]  =  i N 3 ,  [ N 3 ,  Jf±] = ± J\T±. (3.2) 
N a  I j, TO, TO, and JV± | ;, to, to, Z> ca n be determined if t he expression for P 0  \  j ,  to, to, l y  
is known. To determine P0 \ j, TO, TO, ly we note that from the commutation re­
lations 
[ P 0 , M a ] =  0, [P„,Jf±] = 0, 
and the expression for P 0  [  k ,  f x ,  J c ' ,  //> in (2.3) it follows that 
P 0 1  j ,  m , l , n y = a h n -  a { j ,  I ,  T O )  |  j ,  m ,  n ,  I  +  1 )  
+  b i , n  •  b ( j ,  I ,  TO) I j ,  TO, TO + 1, l y  
+  C l . n  •  c ( j ,  I ,  n )  I  j ,  T O ,  T O  -  1 ,  l y  
+ cLUn • d(j, I, TO) I j, m,n,l - 1>. (3.3) 
We note that a ,  b ,  c and d  a re independent of w. They can be determined in 
the following way. The bases | j, TO, TO, ly and | k, /u, k', /n'y are connected by the 
Clebsch-Gordon expansion: 
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I j ,  m ,  n ,  V)  =  2 <.k , / x , k ' , / x ' \ j ,my \k , f x , k ' , / x ' y .  (3.4) 
A* I i +[x '  =  m  
The inverse relation is 
I k ,  n ,  k ! ,  j u ' y  =  2 <k ,  p ,  k ' ,  f x  I j , f x  +  fx' y  I j , f i  +  / / ,  n ,  I> (3.5) 
j  
and we have the following orthogonality relation 
2 <k , / x , k ' , f x ' \ j ,my^k , / u , k ' , / x ' \ j ' ,my  =  ô j f .  (3.6) 
In the expression for P 0  \  k ,  / j ,  k ' ,  //> in (2.3) we insert (3.5), multiply both sides 
by <lc, (x, k', fx' I j 0, m}, sum over j, use (3.6) and the following four relations 
] / ( k  +  [ i  +  1) ( k '  - f x '  +  1) <& +  \ , [ x  +  b  k '  ~  \1 j ,my  
-  V(k - / x  +  1) ( k '  +  v '  +  1) <k+ \ , f x~ \ , k '  +  \ , [ x ' - \  I j ,  my  
=  V{k  +  k '  +  j  +  2) ( k  +  k ' -j+ l ) ( k , / x , k ' , f x ' \ j ,  m y .  (3.7) 
V{k -  fx )  ( k ' - / x '  +  1)  ( k - \ , f x  +  \ , k '  +  \ , [ x '~ \  I j ,  my  
+1 / ( k  +  f i)  ( k '  +v '  +  1)  <& — \ , ( x  — k !  +  \ , ( x  +  \  I j ,  my  
= V(j + k! - k+ 1) (j + k-k') (k, /x, k',/x' | j, my. (3.8) 
V  ( k+  ju+  1 )  ( k '  +  f i ' )  ( l c  +  [x  +  \ ,  k '  -  J ,  f x  — J  I j ,  my  
+  V(k  — / x  +  1)  ( k '  - fx ' )  ( k  +  \ , f x  — % ,  k '  — \ , i x  +  \  \ j ,  my  
= ]/(?' + k — k! + 1) (j + k' — k) <k, /x, k', fx | j, my. (3.9) 
] / ( k  -  fx )  ( k '  +  fx ' )  <k  -  \ ,  f x  +  k '  -  fx '  -  J  |  j ,  my  
-V(Jc  +  fx )  ( k '  - f x ' )  ( k  — %, f x - \ , k ' -% , i x '  +  %\ j ,  my  
= - V(k + k' + j+l)(k + k'-j)<k,/x, k',[x'\j,my. (3.10) 
The resulting expression for P 0 1 j ,  m ,  n ,  V}  is 
P 0 1  j ,  m ,  l ,  ny  =  ~  V{ l  +  j+  1 )  ( I  -  j)  I j ,  m ,n , l+  1> 
+  V( j  — n )  ( j  +  n+  1)  I j ,  m ,n +  1 ,1}  
A  
— - ^  V( j  +  n )  ( j  — n  +  1  ) \  j ,m ,n  — l , l y  
A  
+  ̂ fV ( l  +  j )  m ,  n , l - i y .  (3.11) 
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To prove that the relations (3.7)-(3.10) are valid, one can use e.g. Racahs 
symmetrical expression for the C-G-coefficients [6], (Obsiously the relations 
(3.7)-(3.10) can also be formulated and proved in terms of relations for the 
9-j symbols.) From (3.2) it follows that 
N s  I  j ,  TO, n ,  1}  
=  i { ß { j  + 1, m) \ a U n Y  { { j  +  l ) 2  —  n 2 )  ( I  +  j  +  2) ( I  +  j  +  1 )  |  j  + 1, TO, n ,  I  +  1> 
~  b i , n  Y ( I 2  ~  ( j  +  l ) 2 )  { j  +  2 +  n )  ( j  +  \  +  n ) \ j  +  \ ,  m ,  n  +  1, V y  
+  c u  n  V  ( Z 2  -  ( j  +  l ) 2 )  ( j  +  2  -  n )  { j + l -  n )  \  j + l , m , n ~ l , l >  
-  d U n ] / { ( j  +  l ) 2  -  n 2 )  ( I  -  j -  l ) { l - j - 2 ) \ j+ l , m ,  n ,  I  -  1 > ]  
2 j ( j+ l )  
[ a U n - n V ( l  +  j +  1) to, n ,  I  +  1)> 
+  b t , n - l - V ( j - n ) ( j  +  n +  1 )  \  j ,  m , n +  1, l y  
+  c U n - 1  -  Y ( j  +  n )  ( j  ~ n  +  1 )  \ j , m , n — l , i y  
• d U n  •  n -  Y { l  +  j )  ( l - j -  1 )  I  j , m ,  n ,  I -  1 > ]  
+  ß( j ,  TO) [ a U n  Y  i f  ~ n2 ) { l  +  1 -  j )  ( I  -  j )  \  j  - 1, to, n ,  I  +  1> 
+  b U n Y ( l 2  -  f )  { j - n - l ) ( j - n ) \ j - l , m , n+ l , i y  
~~ Ci.n Y (I 2  — j2 )  { j  +  n  +  1 )  ( /  +  n )  I  j  —  1 ,  T O ,  n— 1 ,  V )  
—  d , . n Y  ( j 2  -  n 2 )  ( I  +  j )  ( l  +  j - l ) \ j -  l , m ,  n , l -  1 > ] } ,  
The expressions for N ± \ j , m , n , i y  are very similar to (3.12). The changes are 
(a) in the expression for N+ \ j, m, n,V): m is replaced by (to + 1) in the vectors and 
ß(j  + 1,  TO )  i s  r ep laced  by  y ( /+ l ,TO+l ) ,  
ß ( j ,  TO) is replaced by — y ( j ,  —  to), 
TO . , Y ( j  —  TO) ( j  +  m + 1 )  
mTY) " * —WTiy—' 
wh6re V  (2)-+i)(2#-1) ' <313> 
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(ib) in the expression for N - \ j ,m,n, l } :  m is replaced by (m - 1 ) in the vec­
tors and 
ß(j+l,m) is replaced by ~y{j+ 1, — m+1), 
ß( j .  m)  is replaced by y( j ,  m) ,  
i j Vtf + m) (j - m + 1) 
is replaced by —-—— . (3.14) 
2j(j +  l )  *  ' 2j(j+ l )  
IV. The contraction of the representations 
We briefly review the classification of the unitary irreducible representations 
of P(l,3) [7], and establish a notation for these. We introduce 
e = sign of the energy, 
/j = helicity, 
fi, = sign of the eigenvalues of the operator corresponding to the rotation in 
the little group in the case co < 0. 
e ,  Â 1  and e 1  are invariants for special representations. The notation for the 
representations will be the following: 
Notation for the 
The invariants and their vaines representations 
cd=/j,2> 0, co' = — /u2s(s + 1), 
where s = 0, 1,§,e= ± l .  P(/u 2 , s , s ) .  
a> = 0, co'=—a2< 0, e= + l .  P(0,a2,e). 
co = 0, co'= 0, e = + 1, 
^ = 0, ±|,±1, ... P(0,0, e, K)-
co = — ju2 <0, co'= — /J?01, 
x > 0 for single valued representa­
tions, « > J for double-valued repre­
sentations. P(—Ja2, a). 
co=— //, co' =/â2s(s + 1), 
where s  =  — J, 0, |, 1,...; e1=±l. P( — / i 2 ,  s ,  ej. 
Sometimes we only want to distinguish the representations with respect to their 
values of co. For the cases co > 0, co = 0 and co < 0 we then use the abbreviated 
notation P(//2), P(0) and P( • ij2) respectively. 
In order to be able to construct the unitary representations of P(l,3) we will 
now consider limits of special sets of the representations of L (1,4). The dif­
ferent limits which are to be considered will be specified below. 
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1. Contraction to representations P (/u,2) 
Consider the representations v r , a .  We amplify the notation for the basis vec­
tors  i n  the  representa t ion  space  for  th is  case  an d wri te  them as  |  o,r} .  
In all the three cases 1 a, 16 and 1 c of section II the possible values of a have 
only a lower bound end we can therefore consider the following limit 
0, <r->co so that 7?a = fj?. (4.1) 
We further put r  = s .  Then 
lim A2 »v „(£})=//, 
<4, 1) 
lim X 2 v s  a(O') = — u 2 s(s  + 1). 
(4, i) 
To get a faithful representation of P(l,3), and in particular to get a representa­
tion of the type P(ju2), we must, together with the limit (4.1) consider a se­
quence of basis vectors in the representation space, where I increases as A a p­
proaches zero. We consider the limit 
go that X - l = p  (4.3) 
and we write o,ry->\ j ,m,n ,p;  ju 2 ,  s } .  
If the limits (4.1) and (4.3) are taken in the expressions for a L  n ,  bt  n ,  cL n  and 
d U n  we get 
lim XP 0  I j ,  m,  I ;  a ,  s> = |/p2 + u 2 \ j ,m,n ,p;  a2  s>,  
(4. 1) (4. 3) ' 
i.e. we have formally 
p 0  I j ,  m,  n ,  p;  / j , 2 ,  s> = Vp 2  + fi 2  \  j ,  m ,  n ,  p;  /i 2 ,  s). (4.4) 
For p 3  and p ±  we obtain from (3.1): 
p s  I  j ,  m ,  n ,  p- ,  i i 2 ,  sy  
P l/(Q'+l)2-m3)((/+l)2-w2)| . , 1 2 
( j +  \ y  ( 2 j  +  3 )  ( 2 / +  1 )  \ )  +  l , m , n , p , / i  , s >  
m - n - p  .  p  i / 0 ' 2 - m 2 ) ( f  - n 2 )  ,  .  2  
HfÜ) 1 | /  ( 2 / + 1 }  ( 2 / _  1 }  p ,s>,  
p + \ j , m , n , p ;  /u 2 , s> 
_  p  j / (?  + m+\)  ( j  +  m + 2 )  ( ( j  +  l ) 2  —  n 2 ) ,  .  , ,  2  N  
"(7+1) r  ( 2 j  + 3) (2/+ 1) \ j  +  l , m  +  l , n , p ; r , 8 >  
+  ? - ( y + 1 )  V ( j - ~ m ) { j  +  m + l ) \ j , m  +  l , n , p ;  [ / ,  s >  
~ V  (2^ + 1) ( 2 j  ~  1) l^l'^+l > n, p ; / * , * > ,  
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P~\j,  m,n,p; (wa ,  s> 
p  1 /( j  —  m  +  2 )  ( j  —  m  +  1 )  ( ( j  +  l ) 2  ̂  n 2 )  .  2  
+ Ĵ 12Ô + H ) 124+1) +  1  >n>P>t*>s> t f + l )  r  ( 2 j  +  3 )  ( 2 j  +  1 )  
+ \ ^  + m) (? -  m  + 1) I h  p; /x2 ,  s> 
?0 + i) 
»  i / ( ?  +  m)  ( 1  +  m —  1 )  (j2  - n2) . .  ,  n  „ s  . .  
+  fK (2?-+l)(2,--l)  (4-5) 
M and p form the Lie algebra of E (3).  p2  andp-M are invariants of E (3) and 
in the basis | j, m, n, p; fx2, s) we have 
p2  I j ,m,p; ju2  s} =p \ j ,m,n,p-,[x ,s ~), 1 
(4"6) p • M I j ,  m, n, p; / / ,  s) = n- p\ j,  m, p; fx2 ,  «>. J 
For fixed values of n and p the basis vectors | j, m, n, p; // 2, s) with 
m  =  —  j ,  +  j = \ n \ , \ n \  +  l , \ n \  +  2 p >  0  
span a representation space for an irreducible representation of E(3). 
Next we apply the limits (4,1) and (4,3) to the expression for N3\j ,m,n,l) 
in (3,14). Consider the terms in which j, m and n are not changed. Apart from 
an unessential factor these terms are 
F = aL n  V(I -  j) (I + ; + 1) I j ,  m,n,l+ 1; ju,2 ,  s} 
- d K n Z ( l  +  j )  ( l - j - 1 )  I j ,  m,n,l -  1; /x2 ,  s>. (4.7) 
We have X l = p  i.e. Å ( l + l ) = p  +  Å .  If we suppress all indices but p  in the basis 
vectors and insert the values of aUn and dUn into (4,7) we can write 
lim F = lim {j! p2  + /x2  + Xp \p + A> — Zp2  + fx2  — Xp \p — 1)} 
(4.1)(4. 3) A-»0 
i»)-'-
The expression for F0  is somewhat simplified if we introduce the (positive) var­
iable E = ]/p2 + fj,2 and change to basis vectors 
I E y  =  / Ë \ p y .  
o 
We then have F 0  =  2 p  —  |  E } .  
O JtL 
Obviously the new vectors | E} can be introduced into (4.4) and (4.5) without 
changing any of the coeffients in the equations. 
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Differences analogous to (4.7) will occur also for the terms which have the 
/-values 7 + 1. Further we have 
lim b i  n - l - V ( j - n ) { j  +  n  +  l ) \ j , m , n + l , l ;  a ,  
(4.1) (4. 3) 
V ( s  —  n )  ( s  +  n  +  1 )  ( j  —  n )  ( j  +  n  +  1 )  |  j,  TO, n  +  l , p \  f i 2 ,  s>. (4.8) 
The factors in front of \ j , m , n ~ l  , p ; / i 2,sy a nd | j  + 1, TO, n  ± \ , p \  j u , 2 ,  s> are of 
the same structure. Collecting the results we have in terms of the basis vectors 
I j, T O, n, E; fi2, s>: 
N 3  I  j ,  TO, n ,  E \  ( a 2 s) 
=  i \ ß ( j + l , m )  V ( j + l ) 2 - n 2  | 2  Q y  —  E  +  2 p  \ j + l , m , n , E ;  f i2 , s y  
__0 
8 E  
-  —  V ( s  —  n )  ( s  +  n +  1 )  ( j  +  n  +  2 )  ( j  +  n + 1 )  \  j + \ , m , n + \ , E \  u 2 ,  
p 
V  ( s  +  n )  ( s  —  n  +  1) ( j  —  n  + 2 )  ( j  —  n  + 1) \ j  + 1, TO, n  —  1, E ;  [ i 2 ,  s)j 
[2 np ~hs ' ̂m'n'E' "2' 2 / ( / + l )  
+  —  ] / { s  —  n )  ( s  +  n  +  1 )  ( j  —  n )  ( j  +  n +  1 )  |  j,  TO, n  +  1 ,  E ;  f i 2 ,  s y  
— — y (s + n) (s — n+ 1) (j + n) (j — n+ 1) | j, m,n — 1, E\ [/, s 'y 
+  ß( j , m )  V f  -  n 2  ^  ~ E  +  2 p  \ j - l , m , n , E ;  / j 2 ,  s 'y 
+  —  V ( s  —  n )  ( s  + n  + 1)  ( j  —  n  —  1)  ( j  —  n )  \  j  —  \ , m , n  +  \ ,  E ;  / u 2  s }  
+ — K(s + w) (s — w+ 1) (j + n — 1) (j + n) \ j — 1, TO, n — 1, /u2, s 'y (4.9) 
The expressions for N ±  \  j ,  m ,  n ,  E ;  a 2 ,  s) are again obtained with the help of the 
substitutions (3.13) and (3.14). Thereby the action of all the operators M, N, p 
and p0 in the basis | j, TO, n, E; /i2, sy is known. These relations have been ob­
tained in a very formal way. We must further specify the normalization of the 
basis vectors before we can study the commutation relations of the operators. 
Basis vectors | j, TO, n, ly corresponding to different values in any one of the in­
dices are orthogonal and we have 
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2 <?", I j ,  m , n , l )  =  l .  (4.10) 
j ' ,  m',  n ' ,  V 
If we assume that A is a positive parameter, p is also positive, i.e. 
+| 
After the introduction of the continuous variable p  it is therefore natural to 
assume that the vectors \j, m, n,p; ij2. sy are orthogonal in the discrete indices 
j, m and n and that we have 
= 1 
f* OO 
2 (j', m ' , r i  , p ' \ j , m , n , p y  d p  
j ' ,m' ,n'  J o 
and consequently 
r d p  .  , .  r ° °  d E  
^  \ ? , m , n , E y  =  — < [ j , m , n , E  \ j , m , n , E y  =  l ,  (4.11) 
J o  ^  J ß  P  
i-e. E ' E y  =  p  •  ô { E ' —  E ) .  (4.12) 
It is now easy to check that with the assumption (4.12) the operators M, N, p 
and p0 are hermitian, satisfy the correct commutation relations and give 
f t ) = 1 a a ,  t o ' =  —  ju 2  s ( s  +  1) ,  
We have introduced the positive energy variable E = + V p 2  +  /b i 2  an d therefore 
we have constructed the infinitesimal operators for a representation P(/u, 2, s, +1). 
(The irreducibility follows from the general theory of the unitary representa­
tions of PfljS) and can also be seen from an inspection of the formulas.) The 
representation space is spanned by vectors \j,m,n,E; f/,s), where n assumes 
the values —s, — 8+1, ...s — 1,8, and where j = \ n |, | n | + 1, |w| + 2, ...and 
m=—j, — j+ 1,... j — 1, j. The values of E are restricted to /u<E<°o(Ja>0). 
In checking the hermiticity conditions, the commutation relations etc. one 
never uses the fact that E is positive, only the connection EdE=pdp is used, 
which, however, is valid for E = ± Vjr + //. This means that only by prescribing 
that E shall be negative, — oo <E < — fi, we achieve that the formulas for 
M, N, p and p0, as given above, define a representation P(/u2, s, — 1). 
We do not intend to treat here the problem of an explicit realization of the 
representation space, the existence of which we assume. Realizations of repre­
sentation spaces for unitary representations of E (3) are known and the problem 
is then to define the action of time translations and Lorentz transformations 
in a superposition of such representation spaces. In terms of the unitary repre­
sentations of E(3) the result of this subsection can also be formulated in the 
following way: if a representation P(ju2, s, e) is reduced with respect to repre­
sentations of E (3) one gets a direct integral in p from zero to infinity of repre­
s e n t a t i o n s  ( p ,  n )  o f  E  ( 3 )  a n d  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  n  w h i c h  o c c u r  a r e  —  s ,  —  s + 1 ,  
— ...s—I, s. (Cf. the decomposition of the identity 
•2 f j .m.n J o d p  I  j ,  m ,  n ,  p y  ( j ,  m ,  n , p  | . )  
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2. C on t r a c t i o n  t o  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  P (0) 
Consider the representations vr,a and the limit 
A->0, r^oo, er —oo, l - >  oo so that X a  =  a ,  Xr 2  =  a ,  XI  = p .  (4.13) 
in the representations and in the basis vectors. Then 
lim 22vr a (fi) =0, 
(4,13) 
lim X 2 v r  a (Q') = - a 2 .  
(4,13) 
(4.14) 
When co = 0, co' =t= 0, e is also an invariant. We introduce again the energy variable, 
P=Ve2 and for e= +1 we have p = E. In analogy with the former case we 
introduce basis vectors | j,m,n; E, 0, —a2). Using (4.12) we then find for the 
case e = + 1 : 
p 0 \ j ,  TO, n ,  E ;  0, — a2) = E  \  j ,  TO, n ,  E ;  0 , ~ a 2 } .  (4.15) 
The expressions for p 3  |  j.  TO, n ,  E ;  0, — a 2 }  and p ±  |  j ,  m ,  n ,  E :  0, — a2) are still given 
by (4.5) after the appropriate change in the notation for the basis vectors. 
However, we prefer to retain the letter p in the coefficients of this equation. 
F o r  N 3  I  j ,  m ,  n ,  E;  0 ,  —  a 2 }  w e  f i n d  ( a n d  w e  c h o o s e  t o  u s e  b o t h  l e t t e r s  E  a n d  p  
due to the fact that we will below consider the extension to negative values 
of E\ our reason for retaining p is that we want to write the formulas for this 
case, co = 0, in a form which is as similar as possible to the earlier one). Ap­
plying the limit (4.13) to (3.14) we then find: (we assume a> 0) 
N 3  I j ,  m ,  n ,  E \  0, — a 2 )  
=  i  \ ß ( j  +  1 ,  m )  V ( j + \ f - n 2 (M±il 
V p 
E  +  2 p  ̂ \ \ j + l ,m , n , E; 0 ,  -  a 2 >  
~ ( p  ̂ ( /  + w  +  2) { j  +  n  +  1) \  j +  1,m, n +  1, E \  0, — a2) 
P  
V ( j  —  n  + 2) ( j  —  7 i +  1) \  j  +  \ , m , n ~  E ;  0, — a2) 
m 
2  M + l )  
2 n E  — —  I j ,  TO, n ,  E ;  0, — a2) 
d  hj  
+  —  f ( j  —  n )  ( j  +  n  +  1) I j ,  m , n +  1, E ;  0, — a2) 
V ( j  +  n ) ( j  —  n +  1 ) |  j ,  TO, n  —  1 ,  E ;  0, — a2/ 
+  ß ( j , m )  V j 2  -  w 2  (~  2 j  E- \ - 2 p  \ j ~ l , m , n , E ; 0 ,  -  a 2 >  
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+  —  V ( j  —  n —  1 )  ( j  —  n ) \ j  —  l , m , n +  1 ,  E \  0 ,  —  a 2 }  
P  
+  ~ V ( j  +  n — l ) ( j  +  n ) \ j — l , m , n — l , E ; 0 ,  ~ a }  j (4.16) 
The expressions for N ±  |  j ,  m ,  E ;  0, —a2) are obtained by means of (3.13) and 
(3.14). We assume that | j, m, n, E\ 0, a2} are normalized according to (4.12). 
We can now check that the operators M, N, p and p0 defined in (4.15), (4.5) 
and (4.16) (combined with (3.13) and (3.14)) are hermitian, satisfy the correct 
commutation relations and give co = 0,w'=—a2. We have further assumed 
e = +1 i.e. we have constructed the infinitesimal operators for a representation 
P(0, —a2, + 1). The representation space is spanned by vectors \j,m,n,E; 0, — a2) 
w h e r e  n  =  0 ,  + 1 ,  +2  o r  n  =  +\ ,  +  § . . .  a n d  w h e r e  f o r  e a c h  n  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  j  
and m are j = | n |, | n | + 1, | n \ + 2,..., m = — j, — j+ 1, ... j — 1, j. Further 0 < E < t». 
As is easily checked we get a representation P(0, — a2, —1) by prescribing that 
E  s h a l l  t a k e  n e g a t i v e  v a l u e s :  —  oo  < E  < 0 .  
The representations P(0, 0, e ,  /,) are obtained by putting a = 0 and n  =  2 1  in 
the formulas of this subsection. They are also obtained by putting ^ = 0 in the 
formulas of subsection (IV, 1). 
In terms of the unitary representations of E  (3) the result of this subsection 
can be formulated in the following way: (i) if a representation P(0, — a2, s) is 
reduced with respect to the representations (p, n) of E(3) one gets a direct in­
tegral from zero to infinity in p and the values of n which occur are for one-
valued representations n — 0, +1, +2... and for double-valued representations 
n= + +|... (ii) if a representation iJ(0,0, e, /n) is reduced with respect to the 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  ( p ,  n )  o f  E 3  o n e  g e t s  a  d i r e c t  i n t e g r a l  f r o m  z e r o  t o  i n f i n i t y  i n  p  
a n d  t h e  o n l y  n -v a l u e  w h i c h  o c c u r s  i s  n  =  X 1 .  
3. Contraction to representations P( — /u2) 
For both cases P (  —  p 2 ,  a )  and P (  —  u 1 ,  s ,  sj we will consider the following limit 
oo; oo so that À l = p ,  À r  =  / u  (thus p 2 >/ j , 2 ) .  (4.17) 
T h e n  l i m  Å P„  \  j ,  m ,  n ,  I )  =  V p 2  —  u 2  I  j ,  m ,  n ,  p )  
(4. 17) 
is valid both for representations of the continuous class and the discrete class 
( c f .  s e c t i o n  I I ) .  H o w e v e r ,  w h e n  c o  <  0 ,  t h e n  s i g n  o f  t h e  "e n e r g y "  E  i n  E2 = p 2  —  /u 2  
is not an invariant and we must therefore in this case introduce from the be­
ginning the condition that the eigenvalue E of p0 can take both positive and 
negative values and we write 
p 0  I  j ,  m ,  n ,  E ;  -  // }  =  E \ j , m , n ,  E ;  - j u 2 } ,  (4.18) 
where we assume that the vectors | j ,  rn ,  n ,  E \  — / u 2 }  ar e normalized according to 
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( j ,m,n,E';  — /u,2 \ j ,m,n,E; ~Jtt2) = l. (4-19) 
3 V 
In case (a)  below we will construct representations P( — f t1 ,  a)  by considering 
l imits  of  representations vr, a and in case (b) we construct representations P( — ii2, s, e1) 
by considering the limits of representations 7ier\q 
(a)  C ontraction to representations P( — /u 2 ,  a). 
We note that for r > 0 the domain of variation of a for single-valued and 
double-valued represe ntat ions res pectively is  the same as that  of «i n P{ — fx 2 ,  oc).  
Therefore we put <7 = x and consider the limit (4.17). We find 
lim À2vr ce (û) = —/t2, 
(4. 17) 
lim A2 v r  x (Q) = — /J. 2  oc.  
(4. 17) 
(4,20) 
The basis vectors are denoted by \ j ,m,n,E; — / / ,  oc).  The expression for 
N3\j,m,n, E; — u2, differs from (4.9) only in the following respect: 
/(s — n) (s + n+ 1) is replaced by Vn(n + 1) + oc,  
] / (s  + n) (s  — n  + 1) is  replac ed b y ]/n{n—\) + oc, 
(4.21) 
(these factors occur in front of |/...n+ 1 ...)> and |/+ 1 . . .n  + 1, ...». (4.5) and 
(4.18) give the expression for p and p0 and one can now check that the operators 
M, N, p and p0 whose action in the basis | j, m, n, E; — tu2, oc} i t thereby given, 
define a representation P( — /L I2,OC) of P(l,3). The representation space is spanned 
by vectors | j, m, n, E; — /_i2, oc) where • o° <E < oo, n = 0. +1, +2 for one-valued 
representations a nd n= + + §, ...for two-valued representations. For each n. j 
assumes t he values j = | n |, |  n | + 1, ... and m = — j, — j + 1,... j — 1, j. 
(b) Contraction to representations P(~ ju2, s, e x). 
Put g—l=s. Then s — — |, 0, \ ... for the representations 7i r \ s ( i and we find 
lim X2 nf S+1 (Q) = — u , 
<4.17) 
lim Å2 Tif s +1 (Û') = u2 s(s + 1). 
(4. 17) 
(4.22) 
In 7ir,s+1 we have n>q = s+1 and min q = 1 or \ and in n r_ s+i we have 
— q— — s 1 and min <7=1 or J. Denote the basis vectors by 
I  j ,m,n,E; -[ / ,  s,  £ x>. 
By applying the limit (4.17) to the infinitesimal relations for the representations 
nt]we obtain the infinitesimal relations for P( — ij,2, s, £x). The expressions for 
p and p0 are the same as before and the expression for 
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N31 j, TO, n, E; - /u2, s, Sj} 
differs from (4.9) only in the following respect 
V ( s  —  n ) ( s  +  n  +  1) is replaced by Y ( n  —  s )  (w +  s+ 1) ]  
, , (4-23) 
\ { s  +  n )  ( s  —  n +  1) is replaced by V ( n  +  s )  ( n  —  s  —  1). j 
The representation space is spanned by vectors | j, TO, n, K; — /_i2, s, Sj) where 
— °°<E<°°,n = s+l,s + 2, ...for ex = its 1 and n==— s— 1, — s — 2, ... for e1 = 
— I. As before we have for each n the /-values j= \ n\, \ n\ + 1,... and m= —j, 
- j + 1 , ... 7- 1 ,7. 
Herewith we have completed the construction of the infinitesimal operators 
M, N, p and p0 of P(l,3) in the chosen angular momentum basis. In order to 
obtain all the unitary irreducible representations of P(1.3) it was in some cases 
necessary to give certain prescriptions not inherent in the process of contrac­
tion (in which we always kept ?. > 0). Some of the results obtained above, na­
mely those concerning the representations P(/u2, s, s) and P(0, 0, e, / J have also 
been derived by J. S. Lomont and H. E. Moses [8], These authors use the com­
mutation relations of M, N, p and p0 in a direct way by computing "reduced 
matrix elements". 
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On the unitary irreducible representations of the (1+4) de 
Sitter group 
By A. KIHLBERG and S. STRÖM 
A B S T R A C T  
The unitary irreducible representations of the covering group of the (1 + 4) de Sitter group 
are determined using a method based on infinitesimal transformations in the group spaces of t he 
first two subgroups K and A in the canonical decomposition G = K-A'N of any semi-simple 
Lie group. 
1. Introduction 
In the present paper we will consider the irreducible unitary representations 
of the the (1 + 4) de Sitter group which will be denoted by £( 1,4) according 
to the notation in ref. [1], More precisely, 2/(1.4) denotes the identity compo­
nent of the group of real linear homogeneous transformations which leave in­
variant the quadratic form 
2 2 2 2 2 
Xq — X1  — X% — Xg — X%. 
The group £(1,4) appears in a number of contexts of physical interest. Among 
these we may mention that it is connected with the Poincaré group by a con­
traction in the sense of Inönü and Wigner [2]. The limiting procedure inherent 
in the contraction can also be used to construct unitary representations of the 
Poincaré group as certain limits of unitary representations of £( 1,4) [3]. Re­
cently £( 1,4) has also been considered as a possible spectrum generating group 
of the non-relativistic hydrogen-atom problem [4, 5]. 
In the physical applications it is the unitary irreducible representations of 
£( 1,4) which are of interest. The classification of these has been treated by 
Thomas [6], Newton [7] and Dixmier [8], who all used infinitesimal methods. 
Later the same representations have been determined by Takahashi [9], using 
Mackey's theory of induced representations. Takahashi thus gets the represen­
tations in global form and with one minor exception he also constructs the 
appropriate scalar products. In the present paper the unitary irreducible rep­
resentations of £(1,4) are determined with the method described in ref. [1]. 
As has been shown [1, 11], this method gives the complete classification of the 
unitary irreducible representations of the homogeneous Lorentz groups in two 
and three space dimensions. Our reason for treating again the problem of the 
determination of all the unitary irreducible representations of £(1,4) is that we 
want to investigate further the power of the method of ref. [1]. 
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This method can be applied to any group L(p, q), i.e. the group of real lin­
ear homogeneous transformations which leave invariant the quadratic form 
x\ 4" ... H~ Xp Xp -i-i ... Xp- j- qj 
and which are continuously connected to the identity transformation. Starting from 
the Iwasawa decomposition [12] 
L(p, q) = K - A - N, 
where K is the maximal compact subgroup of L(p, q), A Abelian, N nilpotent 
and invariant in A • N, one can see that there are always at least as many 
variables in the group spaces of K and A as there are labels required to 
characterize an arbitrary vector in a representation characterized by arbitrary 
values of the invariants. One can thus use the group spaces of K and A as a 
carrier space for unitary representations of L(p, q) [1], The number of labels 
required and the number of variables in the group spaces of K and A is the 
s a m e  i f  q  —  p  e q u a l s  0 , 1  o r  2  ( i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  c o n s i d e r ,  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  q > p )  
and in these cases the method is particularly simple to apply. It is therefore 
also of a methodical interest to consider a case where q — p> 2 and the simplest 
case is then £(1,4). It turns out that the complication arising from the fact 
that there is one redundant variable in the carrier space is not serious and 
the calculations can be performed in a simple and explicit manner, to give all 
the unitary irreducible representations of £(1,4). In the course of the calcula­
tions a specific choice of basis is made in the representation space and for all 
the different series of representations a positive definite scalar product is con­
structed. 
In section 2 a parameterization of £( 1,4), which is connected with the Iwa­
sawa decomposition, is introduced and a corresponding realization of the Lie 
algebra of £(1,4) is obtained. In section 3 we make an ansatz for the elimina­
tion of the redundancy in the degrees of freedom in the representation space. 
After having introduced the irreducibility condition we obtain in this way an 
explicit basis and the action of the operators of the Lie algebra in this basis 
is determined. In section 4 we can, after the introduction of a scalar product 
in the representation space, formulate the unitarity conditions. The conditions 
so obtained enable us to enumerate all the different series of irreducible unitary 
representations of £(1,4). 
2. L( 1,4) and its Lie algebra 
The Lie algebra 1(1,4) of £(1,4) is generated by the real matrices 





 0 — a12 — a13 ~~ «14 
«02 «12 0 ~ «23 — «24 
«03 «13 «23 0 — a34 
aoi «14 «24 «34 0 
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Suitable basis elements £„,, are defined as follows [IV 
^ [IV - V + ev/i for JU, v > 0, 
I~j — P —I- P [IV °[IV ^V fl for fi = 0, j> > 0, (2.2) 
where the matrix eMV is zero except at the position (ju,v) where it takes the 
value 1. In terms of these basis elements the commutation relations are 
iiv- Lea\ - > ^fia ' 9[ia -Lvfj ' ' (J/w Lv 1 va (2.3) 
where g is the metric tensor 
(1 /i v ' - 1 (2.4) 
The generators L„„ for it, v > 0 span the Lie algebra of the rotation group in 
four dimensions, 30(4). This subgroup is also the maximal compact subgroup 
of £(1,4). The generators L0v correspond to "accelerations" in the directions x,,. 
The invariants of the group £(1,4) or more precisely a basis for the centre of 
the universal enveloping algebra can be chosen as follows 
I2 = £?2 + L\ 3 + £f 4 + Us + Lh + £§4 T ' 2  T 2  r2 - -tv02 M)3 -^04 
^4 (^12 -^Si -^13 "^24 fJU £23) ' (-^02 A'il 
~ C7oi -£34— Loz £14 + £() j £13) 
^03 "^24 "^04 £'23) 
V01 34 
(£0i £23 ' 
(£„i £2 " -^02 -^14 £"04 -£[2) 
' -̂ 02 L13 + £03 £'12) (2.5) 
In an irreducible unitary representation of £(1,4) J2 and /4 have to take con­
stant real values. 
We will now give a realization of the Lie algebra 1(1,4) by means of dif­
ferential operators on a carrier space. This carrier space is the product space 
of the group spaces of K and A in the decomposition [12] 
L = K • A- N (2.6) 
of any sem-simple Lie group into three subgroups. In the case of £ = £(1,4), 
K is the maximal compact subgroup, generated by LßV for /j, v > 0. The Abelian 
subgroup A is generated by £01 while the nil-potent (and here in fact also 
Abelian) subgroup N is generated by £02 - £12, £03 - £13 and Loi - Lu. Note 
also that A and N together form a group and that N is an invariant subgroup 
in this product. Following reference [1] we now introduce parameters into the 
subgroups K, A and N. For a group element n of N we get 
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__ gV(,Lo2~Liz) gS(Xf03— L13) gt(.Loi — Lu) 
r2 ,s2 f 
1 + 2 + 2 + 2  
r 
2 + 2 + 2 
r 
2 
r2 s2 f2 
t  
2 2 2 
T  S  
— r i 0 0 
— s 0 1 0 
- t  0 0 1 
(2.7) 
while an element a of A becomes 
a = e ALQI  
Chi ShX 0 0 0 
ShÅ Chi 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
(2.8) 
The group element k of K will later be parameterized by two sets of Euler 
angles but for the moment we just write h in the form 
k = 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 kn &12 hz hi 
0 k 2i k22 ^23 ^24 
0 hl h 32 ^33 ^34 
0 Ki ^42 ^43 kM 
(2.9) 
The matrix representing the general group element g — k • a • n of L( 1,4) is now 
easily obtained from (2.7) - (2.9). By multiplication from the left of this group 
element by another group element the parameters are changed. If the multi­
plying element is infinitesimal and of the form 
1 — £ 0 0 0 
— s 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
e •< 1, (2.10) 
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one can derive a differential expression for L 0 1  in terms of the parameters of 
K and A [1] ,  One f i nds  the  fo l lowing ex press ion for  the  gen era tor  L 0 1  
W 2 (&KI &ij) dpi  &ii (2.11) 
We now choose suitable parameters on K by means of the formula 
Jç — g&iLsi g <x2Li2 ÇCC3L24 çCCiLis çP-hLzn ^CC6LI2 
Cx 2  Coc l  Cx 6  — Sx 2  Cx 3 Sx 6 ;  — Cx 2  Cx i Sx 6  — Sx 2  Cx 3  Cx 6 ;  
Cx 2 Cx 3 Sx 6  + Sx 2 Cx l Cx e ;  Cx 2  Cx 3  Cx 6  — Sx 2  Cx i Sx e ;  
Cx 1 Sx i Cx 6 ~-  Sx-L Sx 3  Sa 6 ;  — Cx x  Sx i  Sx6  — Sx 1  Sx 3  C« 6 ;  
Cx- l Sx 3  Sx 6  + Sx 1 Sx i  Cx 6 ;  Cx 1  Sx 3  Cx e  — /Sa x  Sx i Sx e ;  
— Cx 2  $a4 Cx5  + Sx 2  Sx 3  Sx 5 ;  
— Cx2 Sx3 8xs — Sx2 Sxi Cxb ; 
Cx2 SxiSx5 + Sx2 Sx3 Ca5  
-  Cx 9  Sa„  Ca s  + Sx. ,  Sx .  Sx? 
Cx 1  Cx i  Ca5 — Sx- l Cx3  Sx 5 ;  — Cx 1  Cx l Sx b  — Sx1 Cx3  Cx s  
Cx x  Cx 3 Sx 5  + Sx 1 Cx i Cx 5 ;  Gx x  Cx 3  Cx b  — Sx 1  Cx i Sx b  
(2.12) 
Here and in the following Cx1} Sx l y  etc., stand for cos x v  sin x 1  etc. By 
putting. 
a i= 4 (<p +  <x) ,  <x 3  = ~i(® + ß)> x 5= \ (v  + y)> 
l (<p-x) ,  x t  = - \ {ß-ß) ,  =  —  X  f i n  —  (y>-y) .  
(2.13) 
we get the following expression for L o l  in terms of independent parameters on 
K and A : 
L ° 1  SO 
c -sP-s^-s-cP-s 0 * 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
+ 
2 2 2 2 2  M 
A+ 
Sep Sß  
« 6  r ß o Ô l + r e  qß aÔ 2 




Ê-s^-S-C-S^ \— + — 
C 2 S 2 S 2  
+ -
2  2  2 J  8y> Sß  
\ °  r ß <A , r 0  «0A 










ô 1 = y  — ip  — x  + (p ,  
ô 2  = y — ip  +  x  — <p.  
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The expressions for L02, L03 and L0i are calculated similarly. One obtains 
< ß ^ ä « ° n ß r M  *  ,  1  I  J J --s[< 8_ d o t  
+ 1 c U t a ^ + a l d s ^  
2 2 2 2 2 2 il+H 
i ß a P i - L  n d  o ß  v ô *  8_ 
8 ß  
+ 
+ 
S O  
r
6
S ß r 0 l +  v6 r ß r 0 2 \  S  1 
- ° 2 S 2 C J  + S 2 C 2 C J \  ̂ + S ß  s l c i c i - 4 s 2 ° ' l  
8_ 
8 y  
44såi-°eAs"i^-
2 ] e _  
! J 8X' 
(2.15) 
L°3 se - s ~ s ^ s ^ - c ~ c ^ - s ^ 1 — +  2 2 2  2  2  2 ]  8 (p  S ß  I  2  2  2  2  2  2  
C ^ G ^ S ^ - S ~ S ^ S Ô i  
8_ 
8 x  
+ S ^ S ^ C ^ + C ^ C ^ G Ô i  
2 2 2 2 2 2 
8 
86 + -clc-2cSi-s°Acå1 
+ 
+ 
s e  
a ß  ç , à 3  6  ß  ô i  
~ S 2 S 2 S J  + C 2 C 2 S J  
8_ 
8y> + Sß 
r
d  v ß r 0 3 +  o 6  n ß  p ô i  o - 2S ^ C ^ + S - G - G ~  
8_ 
8Å' 
C l C 9 S ^ - S l S ^ S ^ \  —  2  2  2  2  2  2J8 y  
(2.16) 
04 s e  
O ö  o ß  r Ô 3 + r 6  r ß  r Ô i  
- ^ 2 S 2 G J + C 2 C 2 C ' 2  8 c p  S ß  
- o | o ^ | + s | s | c | '  
8_ 
d o t  
+ - s 6 - s i s ^ - + c e - - c i s ô i  
2 2 2 2 2 2 
8_ 
86 
J J , Ä 3  „ ö  a ß  <A "  
° 2 C 2 S J ~ S 2 S 2 S ~ 2  
8_ 




g O  g ß  f i § » _  p ®  r i ß  
S 2 S 2 ° J  G 2 G 2 ° J  
JL jL 
8 i p  +  S ß  
r
6
r ß r ö 3  „ 6  1 3  d i  
° 2 G 2 C 2 + S 2 S 2 G ' 2  
8_ 
8 y  
O ^ S ^ S ^  + S~ G ^ S 0 i  
8_ 
8 X  2 2 2 
where ô 3  =  y  —  y >  —  < x ~ - < p ,  
(3 i = y — f + x + cp. 
The operators of the compact subgroup are easily obtained in the form 
~ T V  I  
(2.17) 
-^12 r '̂.\ '^3> -^13 $2 ^2> -^14 = 
^3i~T3+®3> = S,+ T0, L„= ~ S-, 
(2.18) 
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where S t -  -
n  —  c  d  t  C c p  d  
V s O d w  9 5  0 0  S d  S y '  
S 2 =  
S 3 =  
2\ = 
T . =  
^3 = 
S O  d e p
C O  8  8  
8 < p '  
S < p  8  
S O  d i p '  
c'C/sf S ß  o x  
S x  
8 _  
8 x  
q i 8 _  
S ß  8 x  
± , C x 8 _  
0 1  8 ß  S ß  d y '  
C o r  A  
8 ß  S ß  d y '  
(2.19) 
The equations (2.14) — (2.19) thus give the desired explicit realization of the 
Lie algebra as differential operators on K and A. Note that the parameters A 
and (ip + y) do not appear in the coefficients of the differential operators. 
3. A basis for an irreducible representation space 
The number of labels which is required to characterize an arbitrary vector 
in a representation characterized by arbitrary values of the two invariants is 
six [1] whereas the number of parameters in the group spaces of K and A is 
seven. A definite choice of these parameters was made in the preceding section. 
The operators d/dl and d/dtp + d/dy commute with all elements of 1(1,4) and 
we therefore consider functions for which these have constant values [1], The 
eigenvalue of d/8X is denoted by (ia — 3/2), where a is an arbitrary complex 
number and we shall thus consider functions 
e « a - 3 > ^ f ( ( p , d , y > , o c , ß , y )  
which are eigenfunctions of (d / d i p  +  d / d y ). The corresponding eigenvalue is de­
noted by ib. Since (d/dxp + d/dy) is connected with a periodic parameter in the 
group space of £0(4) and we are going to consider one-valued and double-valued 
representa t ions ,  i t  i s  suff ic ient  to  consider  in teger  and hal f - in teger  va lues  of  b .  
At this stage it is convenient to make an explicit choice of a complete ortho­
gonal system of functions in the group space of the covering group of £0(4). 
The system we will consider is 
{ e ^ P W i O O )  e ^ e i m x P l m k .  ( Gß )  e i k " ' } ,  (3.1) 
where j  =  0,  1 , | ,  . . .  | A |  < j ,  \ k \  <j ,  
1  =  0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , . . .  | m | < Z ,  
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In (3.1) P l m n  denotes the generalized spherical functions of $0(3). The defini­
tion of these functions and a number of recursion relations for them, which 
will be needed later, are collected in an appendix. Since we shall use only 
functions for which (8/dip + 8/8y) has the eigenvalue ib, we get b = Jc + Jc'. We 
are thus led to the following ansatz for the basis vectors in an irreducible re­
presentation space for £(1,4): 
From (3.2) it is also obvious that if b > 0 we have b '' I + j  and if b < 0 we have 
— b^l+j. According to ref. [13] any unitary irreducible representation of $0(4) 
can occur at most once in the decomposition of the unitary irreducible repre­
sentations of L( 1, 4) with respect to representations of $0(4). If every separate 
term in the sum (3.2) could act as a $0(4) basis from which bases for irredu­
cible unitary representations of L( 1,4) could be built by taking a direct sum 
of such $0(4) bases with increasing j and I, these $0(4) bases would have a 
multiplicity equal to the number of allowed k values. We therefore expect that 
the irreducibility condition for the representations of £(1,4) shall give condi­
tions which connect G(j, I, k)'s with different k values, so that only one specific 
sum of the type (3.2) can be used to form a basis element for an irreducible 
representation of L(l, 4). Necessary conditions are then that I2 and Ii have the 
same values on all vectors | j, h, I, m>, independent of j, h, I and m. From the 
equation 
j ,  h,  l ,m> = 2 G(j,  I,  k) ei f t"PL e, k* el m" P lm b_k  e«6"*» 
k 
(3.2) 
where the sum goes over those k which fulfil 
? < & < 7°, —l̂ b — k l̂. 
I2  j j ,  h, l ,my = co\ j ,  h,  I,  m>, 
where I2 = T2 
+  2  S j y - y )  d 2  _ 2 CdC(y ~ v) 82  
Sß 8oc8d SOSß 8oc8y) 
2 &(y ~ y) g2  „C ß C ( y - y > )  a 2  
$0 8(p 8ß Sß $0 8cp 8y 
dy dip 
if follows that C(j,  I,  k) must satisfy the following recursion relation: 
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(a2 + f - 2 k (b  -  k )  ~  l { l  +  1) -  j ( j  + 1) - co) C ( j ,  l ,  k )  
=  / ( j  +  k  +  1)  ( j  —  k )  ( l  +  b  —  k )  ( l  —  b  +  k  +  1)  C ( j , l , k +  1 )  
+  V ( j  +  k )  ( j  —  k  +  1) ( l  +  b  —  k  +  1) ( l  —  b  +  k )  C ( j ,  l ,  k  —  1). (3.3) 
Since a ,  b  and co are fixed in this relation, it can be used to determine co in 
terms of a and b. For b> 0 we put b - l-- j and k = j and get 
f t )  =  » 2  +  |  —  b 2 ~ b .  (3.4) 
For b  <  0 we put b  =  — l  —  j  and k =  —  j  and get 
a> = a2 + f — b ^  +  b ,  (3.5) 
i.e. c o  depends only on |6|. Since, after the insertion of the value of co, e qua­
tion (3.3) contains both b and |6|, the recursion relations for 6^0 and b< 0 
are different. However, the solution of both of these can be given in closed 
form. One finds for b> 0 and b < 0 respectively: 
( j  —  k )  !  ( I  —  b  +  k )  !  
6 < o -  < 3 - "  
Of course, the C ( j ,  I ,  k ) ' s  a re undetermined up to a factor depending only on 
j, I and b. Since the ^-dependence of G(j, I, k) is determined by (3.6) and (3.7), 
the condition 
I i  I  j ,  h , l , m }  =  x \  j ,  h ,  I ,  m >  
only gives y .  in terms of a  and b .  In this way one finds 
x =  - ( f e2  +  | & | ) ( a 2  +  | ) .  ( 3 . 8 )  
As an ansatz for a basis of a linear irreducible representation of L( 1, 4) we can 
now use the set of vectors 
2©I?', h, I, m> 
(3.9) 
The final test of the feasibility of this ansatz is now that the set (3.9) is in­
variant under the action of the operators of 1(1, 4). A straightforward calcula­
tion (for the necessary formulas concerning Plmn, see the appendix) shows that 
this is the case and the result is 
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S 3 1  j ,  h ,  l , m } =  — i h  I  j ,  h ,  I ,  m )  
( i S 1  +  S 2 )  I j ,  h ,  -  V ( j  —  h )  ( j  +  h +  1) \ j , h +  1,Z, m> 
( i S 1 - S 2 ) \ j , h , l , m } =  - ] / ( j  +  h )  ( j - h + l )  \ j, h - l , l ,  m> 
ys I j ,  h ,  l ,  m) = — im I j ,  h ,  I ,  m) 
(i2'1 +  T2) I j ,  h ,  I ,  m y  = — l/(Z —m) (Z + m+ 1) | 7 ,  h , l , m  + 1) 
( i T 1 — T 2 )  \ j ,  h ,  I ,  m> = — ^(Z + m) (Z —m+ 1) | j ,  h , l , m —  1), (3.10) 
(^02 Loi) I h h, Z, fri) 
( 2 j +  l) ( 2 l + l )  ̂  ( y '  +  ? + 1 ~ l 6 l )  (j + l - i a  +  l)  \ j +  b  h - \ , l  +  \,  m  +  | >  
+  ̂(2 / + 1+) (2 f+TjT ( j "1" I '61> (? ~* ~ + 4 )1 + 1 ' * '- * 'l - h m + * > 
+  i  ̂( 2 / " + l f ( 2 Z  +  l ) 1 ^  ̂  ̂ *  +  I b  I )  (  ~ ~ ?  +  ' ~  i a  +  ^  I~  ^ ~ ~  1  +  m  +  
+ i ^ ~ ^ j ) ( j + l + y + \ b \ ) { - j - l - i a - i ) \ j - h h - b l - b r r i + i y ;  
(3.11) 
(^02— A,i) IÎ' h, l, m) 
—  m + l )  
( 2 j  +  1) (2Z+ 1) 
(/ + Z + 1 — I b  I )  ( j  + 1  —  i a  +  !) I ; + b  A + J, Z H- m  — 
+ i ̂ (2 7 + 1)V Ï + 1) " ^ _ 1 + ' & ^ ^ _ + 1 ~ ia + _ Ä + ' + m ~ 
+  i  (2 j +  1 )( 2 1  +  1 )  ( i  +  l + 1 J r \ b \ ) ( ~ ' ) ~ l ~ i a ~  &\ i ~ ~  i ' h +  bl ~  bm ~ 2 ~ > -
(3.12) 
Similar expressions are valid for ( iL 0 l  + L 0 3 )  |  j ,  h ,  I ,  m>. They are easily obtained 
from the commutation relations and the relations (3.10). In the coefficients of 
a given combination of j+b I i b only the square root factors are changed. 
Note that (j + l) and (j — I) are always changed by an integer. Equations (3.11) 
and (3.12) are valid both for b> 0 and b< 0. Since only | b \ occurs in all rela-
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Fig. 1 
tions determining the representations, + b and — b define the same representa­
tion. In the following we use the notation |6|=^>. From (3.11) and (3.12) and 
the following remarks it is clear that the space formed by the vectors | j, h, I, m) 
with j — l— — p, — p + l...p~\,p and j +1 — p, p + 1 .. is invariant under 1(1, 4). 
Thus the irreducible representations of $0(4) which are contained in an irredu­
cible representation of £(1,4) are, in the j — Z-plane, found within or on the 
boundary of a semi-infinite strip according to Fig. 1. 
In the next section it will be convenient to use not primarily the explicit 
expressions for the basis elements | j, h, I, m), but instead the sequence of coef­
ficients which represent an arbitrary vector in the linear space built on 
{ |  j ,  h ,  I ,  ra>}  
j - l=-p,  -p  + 1, ... p-1, p, 
j+ l  =  p,  p  +  1,  . . . ,  
~ j ,  -7 + 1, ••• 7 — 1, 7, 
m= —I, — l+l, ... l ~  1, I .  
We denote such a vector by / and introduce for the coefficients the notation 
Thus 
/  =  2/ (?,  h  m) I j ,  h ,  I ,  ra>.  
Using (3.11) and (3.12), the coefficients [ ( iL o i  ± L0 1 )  / ]  ( j ,  h ,  I ,  m)  defined by 
{ iL 0 2  ± L0 1 )  f  =  2  [(^02 ± £oi)  / ]  (h  K h m) I j ,  h ,  I ,  my 
can now be computed. The result is 
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[{iL02 + L01) /] (j, h, I, m) 
=  i  ̂  ^  + 1  ~ p )  ̂  + 1  ~ i a  *  / ( ^ ' ~  k  +  ^  
+ i ^ 2/(2 ll + 2)+1^ - è) /(? - i, Ä + J, Z + J, m - f ) 
~i ^'{2^ + 2)2^^ ( 7  - Z  +  l " + i > )  ( ?  -  Z  +  i ®  +  £ )  f ( j  +  % , h + % , l - l , m - \ )  
~ i ̂ (2 j + 2)~(21 + 2) ~ (? + ̂  + 2 + i5) (?' + ̂  + +1) /(? + Ä + iM + I, ™ ~ I); 
(3.13) 
[(^02 ~ -koi) /] (?> h> l> m) 
_  .  m )  y + l y + l __ ̂  + ̂  
~  + 2 j { 2 l X ™ ) + l ) ~  ( i - l ~ 1 ~ P ) ( i ~ l - i a ~ & M ~ : z > h - i > l + h m + ? )  
+  i ^  ( 2 j  +  2 ) 2 l  m ^  ( i ~ l  +  1+ p ) ( i ~ l  +  i a  +  i)  f ( ï +  i >  h - b I ~ i ' m + i) 
~ i  ( 2  j  +  2 / ( 2  i +  2 ) — '  0 '  + z  +  2  + ^ )  ( ? +  z  +  ^  + 1 )  / ( /  +  ï ' Ä  _  i ' z  +  ï > w  +  i ) -
The expressions for \(iLm + L03) /] ( j .  h ,  l ,  m ) will not be needed in the following 
and are therefore omitted. 
4. The unitary irreducible representations of L(l, 4) 
In the preceding sections we have given a realization of th e Lie algebra 1(1,4-
either as a set of differential operators on the group spaces of K and A (sec) 
tion 2) or as a set of difference operators acting on the linear space spanned 
by the set {f(j,h,l,m)} (section 3). It is this latter realization which will be 
used in this section. It should be noted that certain irreducibility conditions 
(j+l>p, \j- -l\^p, j + l integer or half-integer) are then automatically satisfied. 
The invariants take constant values determined by the parameters a and p. As 
we shall see there may however in certain cases be further limitations on the 
allowed values of the indices (j, I) due to the irreducibility condition. 
Before discussing these questions it will be convenient to deal with the uni-
tarity condition. Then we must, of course, introduce a scalar product into the 
linear space. Quite generally this can be done as follows 
(/> flO = 2 (4.1) 
( j h l m )  (j'h'l'm') 
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In order to define a positive definite scalar product the matrix M has to be 
positive definite and it must further satisfy the condition 
M ( j ,  h , l , m  I j ' ,  h ' ,  V ,  m' )  =  M ( j ' ,  h ' ,  V ,  m !  \  j ,  h ,  l ,  m ). (4.2) 
The requirement that the representation shall be unitary means that the gener­
ators L[lv must satisfy 
g ) .  (4.3) 
From the equations (3.10), (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) it follows that the anti-Hermi-
ticity of the compact generators requires that 
M  ( j , h , l , m \ j  ,  h  ,  I ,  m  )  =  1) ^ h h '  ̂ m m '  '  (4-4) 
where dj+U-i are real positive numbers. The unitarity condition 
(^oi ^02) ' — -^01 ' ^02 
then gives the following difference equations for d J K ( J  =  j  +  l ,  K  =  j  —  l , a 1  =  ' R e  a ,  
a2 = Ima) 
d j + i K ( J  +  1 ~ p )  (J  +  a 2  +  l )  =  d J K { J  +  2 + p )  (J-a2 + |), (4.5) 
d j + i K  ( J  +  1 - p ) a i  =  d J K ( J  +  2 + p ) a 1 ,  (4.6) 
d j K + i ( K ~ p )  ( K  +  a 2 j  +  £ )  =  —  d J K ( K  +  1 +  p )  ( K -  a 2  +  \ ) ,  (4.7) 
d j K + i  ( K - p ) a 1  =  -  d J K ( K  +  1 +  p )  a x .  (4.8) 
In the discussion of these equations we can now limit ourselves to 
J  > p ,  (4.9) 
and treat separately integer and half-integer values of J  (and K ) .  Unitarity 
further requires a2 to be real, i.e., a is real or imaginary. 
1. a real 
Assume first that % 4= 0. Then the equations (4.5) and (4.6) imply that a 2  =  0 
and that 
j  j  J  +  2 + p  
U j + I K  —  " - J K  j  ,  , . , 
J  + 1  +  P  
K  +  1  +  p  
d j K + i  =  d J K  — —  
p  —  K  
(4.10) 
so that dJK is everywhere positive for J > p  and | K  \  < p .  Therefore we obtain 
in this case an irreducible unitary representation characterized by integer or half-
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integer p and a1 4= 0. The case ax = 0 and K integer can be adjoined trivially 
while the case % = 0 and K half-integer is seen from equation (4.7) to give 
rise to two irreducible representations, one with and one with K< — 
These representations exhaust the possibilities when a  is real. The ( j ,  I )  content 
of the representations corresponding to a1 4= 0 and ax = 0 and K integer is illus­
trated in Fig. 2. 
2. a imaginary 
The equations (4.6) and (4.8) are satisfied and from equation (4.7) it follows 
that dIK> 0 for J > p, \ K\<,p if K does not take the values +and if | a2| < J. 
This means that one has an irreducible representation with the (j, ?)-contents of 
F i g .  2  f o r  p  i n t e g e r  a n d  |  a 2  \  <  
Further, if 
«2 — K + j 
then it is seen from equation (4.7) that K  is bounded from above by K  < 0 and 
similarly when 
o2 = —K + \ 
then K  is bounded below by K  > 0. In this way we obtain irreducible repre­
sentations with (j, ^-contents according to Figs. 3 and 4. Note that we here 
recover the cases a = 0 and K half-integer from 1. 
There are two more special cases to be discussed. Both involve the restric­
tion K=0. From equation (4.7) it follows that dJ0 > 0 for = i and ^integer. 
The (j, Z)-contents of this series of representations are illustrated in Fig. 5. How­
ever, if p — 0 then it follows from equation (4.9) that only K = 0 is allowed and 
equation (4.7) is irrelevant. Equation (4.5) then shows that the positive defini-
teness only requires | a21 < 3/2. The (j, Z)-contents of this series are given by Fig. 5 
for 2> = 0. 
In all our considerations on irreducibility we have used the fact that a vector 
is zero either if its components are zero or if the measure is zero (for those 
components which are not zero). With this in mind one can show that there 
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K p 
- K  
Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
j p 
Fig. 5 
exists to every discrete value of a2, a2 = K + § or a2  = — K + a positive value 
of the same abs olute mag nitude w hich cor responds to l im its  on the f ( j ,  h ,  I ,  m) 
instead of on dJK. In the same way there corresponds to the value a2 = \ con­
nected with one of the last two special cases, a value a2 = — By this ob­
servation we have restored a complete symmetry of the spectrum of a under 
the operation a^-—a. However, since the spectra of all operators of 1(1,4) in 
a given representation depend only on | a | and since the invariants involve only 
a2, one might suspect that representations belonging to +a are unitarily equi­
valent. A comparison with reference [8] shows that this is indeed the case. 
The results are summarized in the table below, where we have also given the 
form of the kernel dJK [cf. equations (4.5)-(4.8)]. The relation between our clas­
sification and that of [8] is also given. It is seen that all the unitary irredu­
cible representations have actually been obtained by the present method. Fi­
nally we may mention that the series 1) and 2) correspond to what Takahashi 
[9] calls the first principal series and that the parameter ax{ — oo < ax < co ) ap-
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pears naturally in the theory of induced representations. There it corresponds 
to induction from unitary representations of the little group. It seems probable 
that imaginary continuous values of a correspond to induction from non-unitary 




Properties of the P'mn(;i) 
Pi , , (-I)'"" F m n {  P ) = W l   I 
(l — n)\ (Z + m) ! 
2 l { l - n ) \  '  ( l  +  n ) \ ( l - m ) V  
dl~m 
(1 - "2(1 + iM)-Cm + »)/a^__[(i (1 
Recursion relations: 
d m — nCd 
m — nCd 
Plmn (GO) = V(l + n)(l-n + 1) Plmn-i (C6), 
Plmn (Cd) = -1/(1 - n) (I + n+ 1) Plmn+1 (Gd). 
Using Plmn (Cd) = ( — l)"~mP'ni m (Cd) these relations can be transformed into re­
cursion relations involving the left lower index. From the addition of an angular 
momentum I and an angular momentum \ we obtain the following relations [14] 
cd/2 pimn = c\r* cT i p':iin+i+c\ri c[r * p!m+Vn, 
cd/2 pimn = c'^-i c\r * p'^n-i+csr » csr * p'^hn-i, 
-S0/2Pi,re = 0'^* Ciï+* Pj^-V+i + Gjg-i Cii+i Pl^in+i, 
flfl /O pi — _ rtlm + i pln-i -pl + i _ rilm + i siln-t J3l-i b V / £ r m n —  On 021 2-rm+sin-| Oi2 T 0 22 
where Cy" are the elements of the matrix 
Clm = 
1 1+ m + i i/, 
y  2 1 + 1  V  
1  f l - m  +  \  l / ,  
" 2Z + i r 
l — m + \ 
2 Z + 1  
1+ m+ -J 
2 Z + 1  
Note that it then follows that 
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Gk\ C\l-k C(j, Ï, 4 + *) - Cg Citk C(j, l,k-l)=i 
( j  +  l  +  l -p )  
+  k ) ,  
V( 2 j + l ) ( 2 l + l )  
G{1 CT" C(j, l,k + %)~ C[\ C\l~k C(j, l , k - t )  
] / ( 2 j + l ) ( 2 l + l )  
C ( j +  
Gil G[ï~k C(j,l,k + i)~ Cil Cïtk C(j, l,k-l)=i 
(j - l + p ) 
C ( j - i , l  +  h  t ) ,  
V( 2 j  + 1) (2Ï +1) 
Cil Cltk C(j, i,k+\)~ C'A Clà~k C(j, i, k-I) 
=  ( _ , )  ( i + i + i + P L _  
V ( 2 j + l ) ( 2 l + l )  
C ( j - i , l - h  k ) .  
where C ( j , l , k )  stands for the expression given by (3.6) or (3.7). 
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Some remarks on the decomposition of a unitary represen­
tation of the Lorentz group with respect to representations 
of non-compact subgroups 
By STAFFAN STRÖM 
A B S T R A C T  
In the present article it is shown how infinitesimal methods can be used in decomposing a 
unitary irreducible representation of the Lorentz group, belonging to the main series, with re­
spect to unitary representations of a non-compact subgroup. Two cases are considered, in which 
the non-compact subgroup is chosen as the three-dimensional Lorentz group and the two-dimen-
sional Euclidean group respectively. The connection with the global approach is discussed. 
1. Introduction 
In the relativistic crossed channel partial wave analysis [l]-[5], where the total 
momentum is a spacelike vector, one encounters the group-theoretical problem of 
decomposing the unitary representations of th e homogeneous Lorentz group £(1,3) 
with respect to the unitary representation of th e three-dimensional Lorentz group 
£(1,2). In particular one is then interested in the limit of van ishing momentum 
[6], [7], The decomposition process was studied by A. Sciarrino and M. Toller i n 
a recent paper [8]. The present author has treated the same problem independ­
ently and arrived at the same results for the decomposition. However, we have 
used infinitesimal methods. We belive that this approach has an interest of it s 
own which merits a presentation of it. The method exploited is the following. 
Starting from a realization of the Lie algebra Z(l, 3) of L( 1, 3) in terms of opera­
tors on a space of functio ns defined on the three-dimensional rotation group R(3) 
we form the operator corresponding to the invariant of the non-compact sub­
group in question (we treat also the case of the subgroup E(2), the two-dimen-
sional Euclidean group). The eigenfunctions of this operator are determined and 
finally the transformation from the eigenfunctions of the invariant of the com­
pact subgroup R(3) to the eigenfunctions of the invariant of the non-compact 
subgroup is constructed. 
In section 2 we discuss some relevant operator realizations of 1(1, 3). In sec­
tion 3 we consider the decomposition of the unitary irreducible representations 
of L( 1, 3) belonging to the main series with respect to unitary representations of 
£(1,2). The connection with the global approach of reference [8] is discussed. 
Although there does not seem to exist any direct physical application of th e rep-
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resentations of the Poincaré group corresponding to mass zero and the general 
(faithful) unitary irreducible representation of the little group E(2), we give here 
in section 4 also the decomposition for this case. 
2. On the global and infinitesimal form of the representations of L( l ,  3) 
In reference [9] two realizations of the unitary irreducible representations of 
L{ 1, 3) are described. One of these gives explicitly the decomposition of the rep­
resentation with respect to unitary irreducible representations of i?(3). The other 
is closely related to the decomposition with respect to the unitary representa­
tions of E(2). In the present paper only those representations of L( 1,3) which 
belong to the main series will be considered. They are characterized by two real 
numbers, Z0 and v, where v is arbitrary and |£0| = 0, l,f, ... . The reason that 
we confine ourselves to a treatment of the main series is that the representa­
tions belonging to this series form a complete set [9], The representations of 
L( 1, 3) will be described in terms of representations of iSL(2, C). 
The first of the above-mentioned realizations uses the Iwasawa decomposition 
a  =  u - k ,  (2.1 )  
which is valid for every element a  of S L ( 2 , C ) .  In equation (2.1) u £ S U ( 2 )  and 
k G K, the group of matrices of the form 
A 1 p. 
0 X 
2., [j, complex numbers. (2.2) 
We will use a convention slightly different from that used in [9] and consider 
left multiplication with the inverse element. In complete analogy with § 11 of [9] 
i t  then  fol lows  tha t  a  represen tat ion  ( l 0 ,  v )  i s  given  by  the  opera tor  V a ,  a  6 SL(2,  G)  
defined by 
a(a_1M) — 
Va<p(u) = ̂ =,— 9s(« u), 
x(a  u)  
x(u) •• • I«!,!2'""'0 "• (2.3) 
The product of two operators is defined as successive multiplication of u £ S U ( 2 )  
from the left with the inverse element. The reader is referred to [9] for more 
details concerning the notation, the definition of the scalar product, the construc­
tion of a set of basis functions etc. 
The second realization uses the decomposition 
a  =  z - J c  (2.4) 
where k € K and z& Z, the group of matrices of the form 
z - C  \\ <2'5) 
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The decomposition (2.4) is valid for all elements a with an + 0. The invariant 
measure of the elements with a11 = 0 is zero and therefore it will be sufficient 
to consider elements a for which (2.4) is valid. Again, in complete analogy with 
§ 10 of [9], a representation (Z0, v) is given by the operator Va defined by 
V a f ( .z)  = ( —a12z + a22)-2'° • I - a1 2z + )  .  
\ — «12 2 + «22/ 





is the "spinor group" associated with an JË/(2)-subgroup of L( 1, 3). 
From (2.3) it is of course easy to derive a realization of the generators of 
L( 1, 3) in termt of differential operators and multipliers expressed in the variables 
of SU(2) (or -R(3)). H owever, such a realization can also be obtained without any 
knowledge of the global form (2, 3). In particular, it may be obtained from the 
representation of L( 1,3) as a transformation group on its parameters 
S^(<7i)-V (2-8) 
if one uses the Iwasawa decomposition (2.1) for the elements and then makes 
use of the possibility of omitting the terms involving differential operators with 
respect to the parameters of the nilpotent subgroup [10], [11]. Another para-
metrization of L( 1, 3) which is often useful is the following 
g = r1-a-r2 ,  (2.9) 
where r,, r2 6 -®(3) and a is an acceleration in a prescribed direction, e.g. the 
«-direction. In [12], [13] we have studied the matrix elements in a representa­
tion (l0, v) of the operator Vg with g parametrized according to (2.9). The para­
meters may be chosen as follows 
g = rz  (<p) r y  (0) r z  (yi)  a z  (a)  r y  (ß)  r z  (y) .  (2.10) 
From (2.8) and (2.10) we obtain the following realization of the elements M 
and N of £(1,3): 
M 
M t = = i  ^ ~ c cp8 i>~ 3 8 v)  '  
M 3  = —idp,  
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'(X 
N-z-i 'a 
ccpsip + sqpcyjcd ccpcyt — scpstpcO 
sO stpcß 
sß Sh a 
where s^^sinç?, ccp = cos(p, 8^=8/8^ etc. We note that by passing formally to the 
limit x -* °o the parameters if, oc, ß and y disappears from the coefficients in 
(2.11) and all terms containing 8ß and 8y disappear. In the remaining expression 
8y, and 8X can thus be put equal to constants. Using the discussion in [12] con­
cerning the asymptotic behaviour of the matrix elements and the use of these 
elements in constructing a basis in a representation space, it follows that 8X s hall 
be replaced by (iv— 1) and 8V by il0. In a representation (l0,v) of £(1,3) the 
values of the invariants are 
This is obtained from the structure of 2(1, 3) and from the hermiticity condition 
(cf. [9]). It is easy to check that the realization of M and N constructed from 
(2.11) according to the above mentioned rules satisfies (2.12) i.e. it corresponds 
to a representation (l0, v). We see here how the multiplier representation can be 
constructed as a certain limiting case of the realization which uses a set of ma­
trix elements as basis functions. 
Thus the following realization of the generators M and N of a representation 
(l0, v) of £(1,3) will be used: 
M2 — N2 = — 1 — v2, 
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'fl ~ Ho -  (iv  — l )ccpsO\ ,  
N 2  = i  — d.p-scpcddo + ilo 0 ^--  (iv~ l)s< 
50 
N s  = i  {s08 e  — ( iv  — 1)  cd) .  (2.13) 
The representation space of a representation ( l 0 ,  v )  can be constructed as a di­
rect sum 
OO 
2  © I  l ,m; l 0 , v}  
l = [ Z o I > m^l 
of finite-dimensional spaces 
11,  m;  Z0, v}  = N(I ,  l 0 ,  v )  D'„ u  u  (cp,  6 ,y>) ,  
Here D l m _ h  are the rotation matrices i.e. the representation space has as basis 
elements eigenfunctions of M and M3. In connection with the reduction problem 
we will consider eigenfunctions of the invariants of the Z(l,2)-group generated 
by Ms, N1 and N2 and of the i?(2)-group generated by Ma, P1 = M1 — N2 and 
P2 = M2 + NV This is the i?(2)-group which corresponds to the subgroup (7) of 
SL(2, C). In the realization (2.13) the invariants are represented by the following 
operators: 
Q = N\  + Nl -M\  = (-1)  c"08t  +  (^  + (2 ( i v  — ! )  — ! ) ^  
+ s^6( iv  — l)2 + (1 + c20) ( iv  — 1) + 'o —  2i lgdç ,  
P f  r P l  (  •  ; ! )  (1 + cd)2 dt  +12 + (iv  -  1) sQ j (1 + cd)  - c0s0 j de 
(2.14) 
+ (iv  — l)2 • s20 + ( iv  — 1) (1 + c0)2 ~ I —-t— I ('o ~dq> + 2il 0 d<p (2.15) 
3. The decomposition of a representation ( lo ,  v )  of L(l, 3) with respect 
to unitary representations of L( 1, 2) 
Let q denote the eigenvalue of Q in any one of the unitary irreducible repre­
sentations of L( 1,2) which occur in the completeness relation (the representation 
theory of L( 1, 2) will not be reviewed here, the reader is referred to [14], [15], [16]). 
In the decomposition problem the multiplier realization of M and N discussed in 
section 2 and given explicitly by equation (2.13) will be used, i.e. we determine 
the eigenfunctions of Q and M3 where Q is given by (2.14). Thus the eigenfunc­
tions can be written as 
F(<p,  0, ip;  q ,  m;  l0 ,  v )  =e ' n " p F? n j 0 (d;  v)  é  ,ih<P 
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and the eigenvalue equation 
Q% 0» w; Z0, j >) = <7-^(99, 0, i f - ,  q ,  m; l0 ,  v)  
now reads 
c20 8% + + (2 ( iv  -  1 ) - 1 ) c0 s0 j 0e + s20(w - 1 )2 + ( 1 + c20) ( iv  -  1 )  
n,!o(0;i')=O. (3.1) 
c20 C0 
( m  + W ^  +  2 m Z 0 ^  +  ?  
Here it is understood that for the discrete series of representations m is appro­
priately bounded by q. An analysis of equation (3.1) shows that it is advantage­
ous to first extract a factor |c0|"'_1. With Famj0(6; v) = |c014""1 • G® ,Io(0; v) it follows 
for 0 + 7r/2 that GfnJo(d,v) satisfies 
°20S«+ (s^~C0'S0) 8» + 2 m lo Jß~ (m2 + lo)CJI)  + <l Gl , l o(6- ,v)  = 0. (3.2) 
We now distinguish between the two cases: 
i) 0<d<^7t,  and ii) %jz<6 <71. 
Consider first item i). With sx = c0_1 and GQ m J o(0;  v)  =H^h{a1;  v)  equation (3.2) 
reads 
( - 5 - 1 ) ^  +  2*  
d 2 ml0s1  HI'  — 
" dsi """ sf — 1 sf — 1 
+ < H^ l o( S l;v)=0. (3-3) 
This is equation which is obtained for the matrix elements of an acceleration 
with velocity w = Tgha, where s1 = Cha, in a representation (g) of £(1,2) in a 
basis where Mz is diagonal [14] (we will return later to the fact that it is actu­
ally an acceleration along the «-axis). Note that it follows that for the discrete 
series of representations also l0 is bounded by q in the same way as TO. S ince 
l0 is given this results in a restriction on the allowed g-values for the discret 
series. By considering all the allowed g-values and the corresponding allowed 
m-values we get a complete set of functions over the carrier space ((p,x), subject 
to the condition that l0 is fixed. 
Consider now item ii). In this case we put s2  = — (cOy 1  and get for Gm,i0(d;v)  = 
Hmjo(s2>v) an equation which is identical with the one for (s2; v). Conse­
quently the only difference between i) and ii) is a change of sign in l0 and we 
get in the same way a complete set of functions. 
Thus we have seen that in each of the intervals 0 < 0 < J 71 and \n <6 <71 we 
can construct the eigenfunctions of the invariant of the non-compact subgroup 
L( 1, 2). The essential connection is given by the change of variable |c0| = (Ch a)-1. 
Here 0 denotes the angle of rotation around the y axis (cf. (2.10)) whereas a can 
be regarded as describing an acceleration in the «-directions with velocity v = Tgh a 
(see below). Points with 0 = JTT have zero invariant measure in the carrier space 
(<P, 0) and therefore they need not be considered. As expected the functions 
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F m , i 0 ( d ; v )  are not square integrable over the intervals (0,\ n )  and ( \ n , n )  respec­
tively with the measure sOdO, when q denotes a representation belonging to the 
continuous class (cf. [14]). From the division of the interval [0, n\ of 0 into two 
subintervals, [0, |tt], [\JI, TC\ in each of which we have defined a variable a con­
nected with the 2/(1,2) subgroups it follows that the representation space of a 
representation (l0, v) is split into the direct sum of two spaces, each of which is 
an integral and sum of unitary irreducible representations of L{ 1,2). 
As we have remarked above a realization of a basis for a representation space 
of (l0, v) is 
I I m ;  l 0 ,  v> = N ( l ,  l0 ,  v)  ei m * P l m M ( c d )  ei l ° \  
The integral transform which transforms these eigenfunctions of M2 and M 3  into 
the eigenfunctions F(cp, 6, q, m; l0, v) of Q and M3 will effectively be a trans­
form from P lmj0(cO) to Fl,j0(d;v). This transform will involve a summation and 
integration over the representations (q). The notation J dq will be used for this 
operation (for more details concerning these facts, see [15], [16] and also [8]; 
we will need only the simplest formal properties of the completeness relation for 
the representations (q)). Thus we shall consider the expansions 
i )  O < 0 < | t t ,  c 0  =  (C h a ) _ 1 ,  
• f m . i o ( c ö )  =  ( c h  a r ^ 1 '  •  j d q C 2 { q ;  I,  m;  l 0 ,  v)  Ĥ Q l o ( G h o c ;  v) .  
ii) % n < d ^ n ,  c d  —  — (Cha)^1, 
(3.4 a) 
-Pm.io(cö) = (Cha) <lv V -  j d q C 2 ( q ; l , m ; l 0 , v )  H^ JA Cha;r). (3.4b) 
Using the completeness relation and the orthogonality properties of the matrix 
elements and respectively (cf. [14]) the equations (3.4 a) and (3.4b) 
can be inverted to give 
f* OO 
G 1  ( q ;  l ,  m; l 0 ,  v )  = I (Ch o c ) " ' 1  •  (Ch a;  v )  •  P l m , ((Ch a)"1) Sh a do c ,  (3.5 a) 
/•oo  
C 2  ( q ;  l ,  m; l 0 ,  v )  =  J (Ch af"1 • (Ch a; v)  •  P ' m ,  h  ( - (Ch ap1) Sh a do c .  (3.5 b) 
With the conventions used here the explicit expression for Plm ia(cO) is 
( — lV~'0 
P ' m J ° ( c 9 )  =  2 l ( l - l 0 ) \  [ l  +  l 0 ) \ ( l - m ) {  
. ^ cgj-((m + Z0)/2) 
d ' ~ m  
d ( c d )  
l - m  
[ ( i - c e y - ' ° ( i + c e y + l ° i  ( 3 . 6 )  
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i.e. 
and thus 
P lm , l A - c O )  =  ( - l ) '  +  m P l m^ l o(cd) 
C2(q; Im-, l„, v) -  ( • I ) '  ""CAq; Im; - l0 ,v).  
Summarizing we may say that by solving equation (3.3) and determining the 
transformation functions C1 and C2 we have derived the essential features of the 
decomposition and we see that the result agrees with that of reference [8] (apart 
from some differences in conventions). As is shown in [8] C1 and C2 may be ex­
pressed in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions. Since the properties of 
C\ and C2 are treated thoroughly and extensively in [8] there is no need for us 
to make further comments on them here. 
The present infinitesimal method has also been applied to the problem of de­
composing a representation (q) with respect to the unitary irreducible representa­
tions of L( 1, 1), the two-dimensional Lorentz group. The results are reported else­
where [17]. 
We would like to add a few more remarks on the connection between the 
present approach and that used in reference [8]. If the variable Chcc = (cdy1 ,  
O<0<|yr, is introduced in the expressions for M3, N1 and N2 in (2.13) a reali­
zation of these as operators on functions of cp a nd oc is o btained. If furthermore 
a factor (Ch«) - 0""1 ' ,  corresponding to the multiplier in the representation (l0 ,  v) 
is extracted from the function space considered and 8y> = il0 is re-introduced the 
following realization of Z(l,2), the Lie algebra of £(1,2), is obtained: 
This is, as is easily checked, the realization of Z(l,2) which one obtains from 
the left regular representation of L( 1,2) defined on functions of an element g of 
L{ 1, 2) parametrized as follows 
Analogous results are obtained for the interval \n<0<n, the only difference 
being a change of sign of ip. I n each of the intervals 0 < d < \  n and \  n < 0 < n 
we can thus with every element of i?(3) associate an element of L{ 1, 2). These 
observations should be compared with the discussion in reference [8] of the double 
cosets of SL(2,C) with respect to the subgroups K and SU(1, 1). 
In conclusion we remark that one could also consider another approach which 
is in a sense the inverse of the one used above. The procedure we refer to is 
the one in which one starts with a realization of 2(1, 3) in multiplex form which 
contains a realization of the type (3.7) for a Z(l,2) subalgebra and which con­
tains multiplier terms in N3, M1 and M2. One can then determine the eigenfunc-
tions of M2 as functions of <p, oc and y>. The difficulty with this approach is that 
one has then a realization of Z(l, 3) which can not be integrated to a represen-
M3  = — i  
(3.7) 
g=r z{cp)a x{a)r z(yj).  
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tation of £(1,3). This is of course just another aspect of that the elements of 
the form v • k, v 6 $£7(1,1), k£K do not give all elements of SL(2, C) but only 
elements in a neighbourhood of the identity. This leads to the necessity of dou­
bling the function space contidered in order to achieve ortogonality and com­
pleteness (as is implied by the results of this section). 
4. The decomposition of a representation ( la ,  v )  of L( 1, 3) with respect 
t o  u n i t a r y  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  o f  E(2)  
The problem will be treated with the infinitesimal method used in the previous 
section but it will also be indicated how the global approach can be applied in 
this case. Readers not familiar with the representation theory of E(2) are re­
ferred to [18] for a review. 
According to (2.13) and (2.14) we shall consider eigenfunctions exp(iwç9)x 
v) exp (il0ip) of P\ + P\ and M3 with eigenvalues p2 and m respectively 
where T^lJo(0;v) satisfies 
(1 + cdfd l  +  |2  ^  + (iv  — 1) «0^(1 + cd)  -  C0s0j de 
+ ( iv- l ) 2 s 2 6±(iv~ l ) ( l+c0f  
1 + C0 
•  (m  — l 0 ) 2  + p 2  T p m , l o (0;v)= 0. (4.1) 
With T v m _ u {6- ,  v )  = (1 + (0)"' x  •  L v m  U (6 \v )  it follows that Lf n  l o (d;v)  satisfies 
P)2 J. a oa +  8 ,  + - V L p m , l o (0;v  =  0. 
(l + c0)2_ 
In the variable a =  vgO/2  an d with L v m , i a (6 ;  v )  =K p m t U (a- ,  v )  (4.2) reads 
(4.2) 
ôl  +  -  Sa -
a 
m  — I ,  
+  p 2  Kl . u (a;  v )=0,  
i.e. the solutions are Bessel functions Jm ^ i t t (ap) .  An arbitrary element g of E{2)  
can be written as 
9 = r z ((p)  ty ' i a )  r s ( ip) ,  
where t y (a)  is a translation of length a in the «/'-direction. E(2)  is then supposed 
to be a transformation group in a x — ?/'-plane, perpendicular to the 2-axis. 
The matrix elements of a translation ty. (a.) in a representation characterized by 
Pf + P\=p2, computed in a basis where Ms is diagonal is just the Bessel func­
tions Jm-la(aP) and these matrix elements are orthogonal: 
/; Jm-u  ( a P)  J m-i»  {op)  ada  = -ô{p-p ' )  p  
and form a complete set: 
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r , i 
i  Jm-u (« P)  J  m-io ( aP) pdp=- ô(a — a) .  
Jo « 
The integral transformation which expresses P'mJo(c0) in terms of the eigenfunc­
tions of P? + Pf reads 
/»OO 
P lm,iA c6)  = (! + C0)""-1J pdp t(p;  I ,  TO; l0 ,  v)  Jm- iAP '  tg ö / 2)  
from which one easily deduces 
_2\ iv—1 f°°  / I  +a}\ i v~ i l  — œ 2 \  
t (p- , l ,m;l 0 ,v)= I ada |-y-j ( Y+a?) Jm-iAap)-  (4.3) 
From (4.3) and formulas (5, 6, 3) of [19] and (20, 5, 4) of [20] it follows that 
t(p; I, TO; l0, v) can be expressed as a sum of Meijer's Cr-functions in the follow­
ing way: 
U v l - r r l  A  1 ) '  ' * 1 . 0  l a Y - ( l - r l o y . ( l - - m y . ( l + m y . \ l  
t (p , l ,m,L 0 ,v)  ( 1) 2 T(l+l- iv)  
„21 (p  
k = . 0  k\  ( l  — m— k)\  ( l0  + m + k)\  — — k)  
We have then used the representation 
P'mM (cf l )  = ( -  l) 1 - ' 1  •  [ ( I-  loV- ( I  + l0Y- + TO)!]* 
Sl2  i  
! 13 V 
k + m + lo — l  \  
• (4.4) 
k + m + l o - iv ,  m,  i j  
l~m  Ç /  f j \  k  + ((m+l 0 ) /2) / fl\ !-i-((m+!ii)/2) 
x 2 
m * «» «/2 ey 
:o-*)l V 2/ 'h) k = 0  k\  ( l  — m — k) \  ( l0  + m+ k)l  (I  —I,  
for P'm,;o(c0) which follows immediately from (3.6). 
In this example there is no splitting of the representation space, the change 
from the compact variable 0 to the non-compact a is given by the same rela­
tion a = tg0/2 in the whole interval of 0 (excluding of course 0=n). This is to 
be expected since there is only one double coset of SL(2, C) with respect to K 
and the "spinor group" of È(2). which has non-zero measure (cf. (2.4)). The 
present problem can also easily be treated with the global method of reference [8]. 
The starting point will then be the observation that in the decomposition 
U y (6)=z - k  
one has ( 1 °) 
\tg 0/2 1/ 
Since the derivations then follow exactly the lines given in [8] for the case of 
SU(1,1), they are omitted here. 
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